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SUMMARY
In Chapter 1, a finite mixture distribution is defined and background 
literature is briefly mentioned.
A theorem is proved in Chapter 2 which states that if three density 
functions are proper mixtures of the same two components then one of them 
is a proper mixture of the other two. It is shown, with the help of a 
counter example, that the converse of this theorem is not necessarily 
true.
In Chapter 3, two critical papers are reviewed.
In Chapter 4, a distance function, based on the necessary condition of 
this theorem,is defined which ’measures' the deviation from the hypo­
thesis that one of the densities is a proper mixture of the other two.
The expressions for the mean and variance of this distance function are 
calculated for continuous data. Simulations are carried out to generate 
values of the distance function for a number of cases (null as well as 
non-null). For the several values of the distance function thus obtained 
the sample mean and sample variance were calculated and compared with 
the theoretical values obtained from the above mentioned expressions.
The distribution of the distance function is considered and it is shown, 
diagrammatically, that the logarithm of this distance function is approx­
imately normally distributed. Finally, in this chapter, a test of the 
null hypothesis is suggested. In Chapter 5, expressions for the mean and 
variance of the distance function are discussed for discrete data. A 
simulation study is carried out and a 'parametric' test of the null 
hypothesis is suggested and carried out on several data sets. Also, a 
non-parametric test of the null hypothesis is suggested and carried out 
on the same data sets. Finally, in this chapter, the various tests 
suggested are also applied to some fish data.
In Chapter 6, a Monte Carlo test based on the above-mentioned distance 
function is introduced.
In Chapter 7ja theorem is proved which determines another necessary 
condition for three densities to be proper mixtures of the same two 
components.
In Chapter 8, the theory and methods developed in this thesis (which 
are applicable only to the case of three density functions) are gene­
ralised to the case where we have more than three density functions. 




1.1 Definition of a finite mixture distribution
Suppose that a random variable or vector, x, takes values in a sample 
space, X. and that its distribution can be represented by a probability 
density function (or mass function in the case of discreteX) of the 
form
In such a case, X is said to have a finite mixture distribution and 
p(.) is called a finite mixture density function.
The parameters n. and the functions f.(.), for je[l,2,....k ] will be 
called the mixing weights and the component densities, respectively, 
of the mixture.p(.) will be called a proper mixture of the f,(.)'s if
the parameters tt^. (j= 1,2,3 k) lie between 0 and 1.
1.2 Two types of applications of finite mixture models
Finite mixture models are applied in two different ways. One is called
a direct application and the other an indirect one.
If we believe in the existence of k (refer to equation (1) ) underlying 
categories such that the experimental unit on which the observation X 
is made belongs to one of these categories (we do not, however, observe
k
p (x) = t, n.f.(x) 
j=l 1 1
(xe X) , (1)
where k
and, for je[ 1,2,...,k] ,
(i) n >0
(ii) f .(.) >0
J
X
2directly the source of X ) then in this form of application, f.(.) is
1
the probablity distribution of X given that the observation actually
derives from category j, and n . denotes the probability that the obser-
J
vation comes from this source. This is called a direct application of a 
finite mixture model.
By an indirect application we mean a situation where the finite mixture 
model is simply being used as a mathematical device in order to provide 
an indirect means of obtaining a simpler form of analysis.
1.3 Examples of applications of finite mixture models 
We now mention, briefly, a few areas of application of finite mixture 
models where the model is intended as a direct representation of the 
underlying physical phenomenon.
For the continuous case, finite mixture distributions with normal comp­
onents, and, for the discrete case, finite mixture distributions with 
multinomial components are most widely used.
Example 1 Fisheries research
Cassie (1954) gives frequency data for the lengths of 256 snappers.
The underlying categories are the possible age groups to which an 
individual fish might belong. Thus the component densities describe the 
length distributions for fish of different ages and the mixing weights 
indicate the age distribution of snappers in the total population.
Example 2 Grain sizes in samples of particles
Brazier et al., (1983) give grain size distributions at various dist­
ances downwind from Mount St. Helens, deposited from a certain eruption. 
The samples are analysed by sieving and we get a distribution measured 
by percentages of total weight in various ranges of size.
At three different distances, recorded, there is evidence of a mixture
3of two components, although the mixing weights change from place to 
place*The physical explanation for the mixture offered by Brazier et al. is 
that some of the fine ash aggregates to form the larger particles that 
contribute to one of the components.
Example 3 Sex distribution of twin pairs
Blischke (1978, Vol l,p,175) gives an example of a mixture of two tri­
nomial distributions, i.e. ,the sex distribution of twin pairs.A twin 
pair must be from one of three classes: male/male, male/female,female/female 
Thus we are dealing with a trinomial distribution.However, twin pairs 
come in two types,dizygotic and monozygotic, so that we have, in fact, 
a mixture of two trinomials. The mixing proportions are the relative 
magnitudes of the two types of twin pairs.
Finally we give a few examples of indirect applications of finite 
mixture models.
Example 4
To approximate an intractable heavy-tailed distribution we may use a 
two-component normal mixture where one component has an inflated var­
iance .
Example 5
The kernel methods of density estimation employ a finite mixture as a 
smooth curve-fitting device; see Section 1.6.
1.4 Estimating the parameters of mixture distributions
If, in equation (1), f^(.),.......,f^(.) have specified parametric
forms then the right hand side of (l) will have the more explicit rep­
resentation
k
Z n ,f . (x| 9 .}
j=i j j
4where 9 . denotes the parameters occurring in f,(.).
J J
Many methods have been devised and used for estimating the parameters of 
mixture distrbutions* Some methods are of general applicability while 
there are methods which are restricted to particular types of componentsJ 
see Everitt and Hand (1981) and Titterington, Smith and Makov (1985) 
for detailed accounts.
1.5 Binary mixtures and the associated invariant
In this thesis we will be interested in binary mixtures. A binary mixt­
ure is a mixture having two components. It will be shown that there is 
an invariant quantity (constant) associated with any three binary mixt­
ures which are expressible as mixtures of the same two components.
If in a binary mixture we regard the two components as binary mixtures 
themselves, in the sense that the other component has zero weight, then 
it follows that there is an invariant quantity associated with each 
binary mixture.
Some statistical tests will be developed which are based upon the above- 
mentioned invariant.
In our work, parametric models will not be assumed for the component 
densities. As a consequence, kernel-based density estimates will form 
an important tool in our analysis ari we provide a brief introduction 
to them now.
1.6 Kernel-based density estimation
A kernel based density estimate is defined as follows.
Let [x^,....x ] be a sample of size n drawn from the true density f (x), 
say.
As mentioned in example 5 of section 1.3, we write down the estimate
A
f(x) of f(x) as
where k is a density function which we will always take to be normal.
Thus, f(x) is being approximated by a finite mixture of n components.
Each component has, as its mean, one of the data points. However, each
component has the same variance h2 and all the components have the same 
1
mixing weight — . The function k is called the kernel of the density
estimate.
Thus if k is taken to be normal then k(v) is a standard normal density. 
The mean and variance of f(x) are given by
n
//
Ef (x)=f (x)+)£h2 I f (x) + o(h2 )
and
1 -1 var f(x)- —  Izf(x)+0(l/n)+o(nh)
where
Thus, approximately,
Ef (x)=f (x)+j£h2 (x)
-1var f(x) = (nh) I2f(x).
Therefore the mean squared error of f(x) is given by
6Differentiating MSE f(x) with respect to h and equating it to zero, 
gives , for fixed x,
,5 V (X) 1h =   . — .
z n
I-JfV)]2
Since the second derivative of MSE f(x) is positive, therefore the opt-
/s -1/5
imal h (asymptotically) to minimise MSE f{x) is proportional to n .
Also the integrated MSE of f(x) gives the optimal h (asymptotically)
-1/5to be proportional to n .We shall use this asymptotically optimal 
choice for the smoothing parameter in what follows.
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SOME MATHEMATICAL RESULTS ABOUT BINARY MIXTURES.
2 .1 Introduction
Suppose f^(x), anc* are ^ ree distinct densities. For brevity
we will write them as f ^ a n d  respectively. In this chapter we 
determine the conditions under which one of the (i=l»2,3) is a pro­
per mixture of the other two. Further, we determine the additional 
condition under which the are expressible as proper mixtures of
the same two components.
2.2 A linear dependence condition
We prove a necessary and sufficient condition for f , f and f to be
X o
linearly dependent.
By definition* f^ , f^ and f^ ara linearly dependent iff 
Af1+Bf2+Cf3=0 (i.e. Af1(x)+Bf2(x)+Cf3(x)=0 Vx ) (i)
where the constants A, B and C are non-zero and A+3+C=0. (2 )
Obviously, A,B and C cannot all be positive. Thus it follows that at 
least one of them is negative. We assume, without loss of generality 
that A<0.
Using (2), (1) can be written as
-(B+C)fX+Bf2+Cf3=0. (3)
Also, obviously, out of B and C one (at least) must be positive. Again, 
without loss of generality,we assume that B is positive. Thus (3) can 
be written as
fl~ B+C f2 ” B+C f3=°* ^
If C is positive, we write (4) as
f = f + f .
1 B+C 2 B+C 3
If C is negative we write (4) as
8f = 212 f _ 2 f .
2 B 1 B 3
Thus, in either case, one of the 1513 a ProPer mixture of the other two.
This proves the necessary condition for the to be linearly dependent.
If we assume that one of the f ' s is a proper mixture of the other two then
it is obvious that the three are linearly dependent. Hence we have
proved the following theorem.
Theorem 1
Three densities are linearly dependent iff one of them is a proper 
mixture of the other two.
The next theorem establishes the necessary condition (but not sufficient, 
as we will show later) that f-jf,-, and f are proper mixtures of the same-L cL O
two components.
Theorem 2
If f ,f and f are proper mixtures of the same two components then
f. - f. = t.. ... (f. -f. ), where t. is constant, i 1 i  ± k and i j ljik i k ljik ’ r J r
i,jike [1,2,3] •
Proof
Let g and h be the common components of the ^ ’s*
Let f. = p.g + (1 - p.)h (i=li2(3). (5)
Thus f - f =(p - p ) (g - h)
J 1 J




f. - f . ^ (f. - f '
i j p. - p. i k'
Pi “ Pj — = constant =t . . . This proves Theorem 2.
p. - p, ljik
Now, if anC^  ^3 are re-*-a^e(^ as
f. - f . =t . . .. (f. - f, ) 
l j ljik i k
then,rewriting this as
(1 -t . . ) f f  . +t , . f. =0, 
ljik i j ljik k
we note that the sum of the coefficients of f.,f. and f, is zero. Thus
i j k
by Theorem 1, one of the fk *s is a proper mixture of the other two. 
This proves the following theorem.
Theorem 3
If f„ , f^ and f_ are related as 1 2  3
h  - fj - *ijik (fr V  l & k
where t..., is constant, i,j,ke[l,2,3],
ljik
then one of the *s is a proper mixture of the other two r and conversely. 
The following graphical example demonstrates that the converse of theo­
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Let f =af,+(l-a)f«, where 0 <a< l.Then, obviously, f and f0are not 3 1 2 -  1 ^
proper mixtures of the same two components.
In the next section we determine the additional condition under which 
the converse of theorem 2 is true.
2.3 An additional theorem 
Consider the identities
(1-p )f1 (1 p )f2 P1f'2 p f
f = p ..............   + (1-p,)    (6)
1 1 pr p2 pr p2
(1-P2)f1-(1-P1)f2 Plf2“P2fl . .
f = p   + (1-p )   (7)
2 2 pr p2 ? r  p2
where 0 < P-]_>p2 < ^ an<^  without loss of generality, we choose P^ > P2 *
Let
defn. (1“P2)fl_ 1^-Pl)f2g =----------- i----------------- (8 )
10
Now g and h are densities iff
U) Jedx = 1 and jhdx = 1 
(ii) g>0 and h>0 Vx 
Condition (i) is obvious from (8) and (9). For condition (ii) to hold 
it is necessary (and sufficient) that
(1- p2)f1 > (1- P;L)f2 (10)
and p x f 2 > p ^ -  (11)
(10) and (11) together imply that
1 P1 < ( 12 ) 
1~p2 f2 P2
This means that f and f2 are proper mixtures of the same two components
if (12) holds. In other words, if f and f are proper mixtures of the
f
same two components then _JL lies between finite and non-zero limits.
f f2Conversely,let h < 1< d„ where d„ is the infimum and d„ the supremum.
1 v " 2 1 2
2We take d^ to be non-zero.Obviously d^ is positive. Since f^ and f^ are 
densities therefore it is not possible that f < f^ or f^> f2 for all x. 
This implies that 0<d< 1 and ^^>1.
1- P1 P1
Put d = -— =- and d0 = —
1 1 -P2 2 p2 .
d2 (l-d1 ) _  l-d1
Thus P. = — j— ~T~ and p = -z— -
1 2 1 2 2 1 ■
Note that P1>P2 and 0<P^ _> P^< Thus we have proved the following
theorem.
Theorem 4
Two densities f and f are proper mixtures of the same two components 
fiiff —  lies between finite non-zero limits at all points (except the
2
^1 0 points where —  takes the indeterminate form — ).
11
2.4 Looking ahead 
In Chapters 4 and 5, Theorem 3 is used as the basis for forming a 
distance function which measures the deviation from the hypothesis that 
one density is a proper mixture of the other two. In other words, if we 
decide that the condition in Theorem 3 is not satisfied then we can st­
ate that none of the f ’ s is a proper mixture of the other two.
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CHAPTER 3
A REVIEW OF TWO CRITICAL PAPERS
3.1 Introduction
The hypothesis that the distribution function of one of three populations 
is a proper mixture of the distribution functions of the other two pop­
ulations may be tested either by a parametric method or by a non-param- 
etric one. In this thesis the problem has been attempted by several non- 
parametric methods.
A review of the literature shows that this problem was attempted by 
Falmagne (1968) and Thomas (1969). The tests proposed by both were non- 
parametric> lurthermore, the test proposed by Falmagne was a non-stat- 
istical one .
This problem, for the continuous densities case, has not been attempted, 
to the best of our knowledge, by any parametric method,
If we are testing the hypothesis that the density functions, or, equiv­
alently, distribution functions, of three populations are proper mixtures 
of the same two components, then we are considering a related problem as 
explained in what follows.
According to Theorem 2 of chapter two it is clear that if we decide that 
the above mentioned hypothesis is true then it follows that the null 
hypothesis that the distribution function of one of three populations 
is a proper mixture of the distribution functions of the other two 
populations is also true.
Thus if we consider the null hypothesis in its stronger form then the 
parametric approach involves fitting mixtures of the same two component 
densities and then deciding whether the parameters of the component den­
sities are the same for each of the three given densities.
13
Kornbrot(1983) introduces a method by which the parameters of the fitted 
mixtures are estimated simultaneously as opposed to the other methods 
which estimate the parameters of the densities individually. But this 
paper does not suggest (or attempt ) ways of deciding whether the com­
ponent densities are the same for the given densities.
In the next section we elaborate on the papers by Falmagne (1968) and 
Thomas (1969).
3.2 Two non-parametric tests
In this section we first discuss the paper by Falmagne (1968). He proves 
a theorem which states that if F^ and F^ are proper mixtures of the same 
two component distribution functions which intersect at a point,say, 
x=Xq , then any mixture of the same two distribution functions also 
intersects at x=x q * Note that the property expressed by this theorem 
also holds for density functions. Falmagne applies the theorem to six 
empirical distributions and concludes that a model involving two basic 
distributions cannot be fitted to the six empirical distributions for 
any reasonable hypothesis about the basic distributions. Observe that 
the test here is a non-statistical one.
Thomas (1969) discusses distribution-free methods for testing the hyp­
othesis that the distribution function ,say F^,of one of the populations
3
is a proper mixture of the distribution functions, say, F and F , of 
the other two populations.
He introduces two statistics t 2 and t-' 2 which are defined as
n n
AA AA /X A
Tn2 = n J[pF1(x)+qF2(x)-F3(x) ]2 dF3(x)
_QQ
°° /S/V /X An




F (x), F (x) and F (x) are the estimates of the distribution functions 
X
F (x), F (x) and F (x) respectively.
JL O
F^(x ),F2{x ) and F3(x)are related as 
F3(x)=pF^(x)+qF2(x), where 0<p<l and q=l-p.
A A
p is the estimate of the mixing weight p, and similarly q the estimate 
of q.
Each of the three samples, for simplicity, is assumed to be of size 2n. 
Two sets are constructed. The first set consists of a random choice of 
n readings from each of the three samples. The second set consists of 
the remaining 3n readings. The first set is used to estimate p. The
A A A
second set is used to construct F (x), F (x) and F (x). It is assumed
J. c. O
A
that the estimate p of p constructed from set one is such that
A -1 E(p-p)=0(n )
_i —p
and E(p-p)2=v2n +0(n ).
If y , ....,y^ is the ordered sample from F^ then the statistic x Is
given by
xn* = I [pFi(yk)+qF2(yk)-F3cyk)]2s z [V (yk>]2
k=l k=l
_2 ^  ^
n 2 [ps (l)+qs (2 )-k]2 . (1)
k=l
Here s, (h) is the number of x, .*s less than or equal to x„, , where the k hi 3k
h=1>2 i=l,..,n k=l,..,n
three samples are given by (x,^,.....xln),(x2l’.... X2nJ and x^31,,,x3n'
A A A
for F (x), F^(x) and F^(x) respectively. Note that x^ 2 does not involve 
the assumption that F (x) is given by
F3(x)=pF1(x}+qF2(x). (2)
2
Thus equation (1) can be used to obtain Et^ without the assumption 
given by equation (2).
The function v (x), with the condition given by (2) incorporated in it, 
can be written as




Ex'2=n fE[ V2(x)] dF (x) . (4)n ^ o
—  Co
Using (3) we have
nE( V2) =p2 F1(l-F1)+q2F2(l-F2)+v2 ( F . ^ ) 2 +F3(l-F3) .
Substituting in (4) we have, after performing the integrations
E/ " 3 + 3 v2 “ 2 P3(1+2P)-PU (l-2p) a
-2(v2-p2 q)B1-2(v2-pq2 )B2-
OO
In equation (5) B, = f F (x)F (x)dF.(x) (h=l,2)n  ^ 1 d n
OO
CO
and a = JV^(x)dF2(x) .
CO
A theorem is proved which states that if (2) is true then for arbitrary 
5>0,
Lim P[ | x -/ 2 | <6 1 = 1 .L n n J
n+oo
This theorem ensures that the moments of x^2are approximately equal
to those of x/2 
n
2
Consider (5). v depends on how p is estimated.If the relation
16
is used, where
r.(3) is the number of x„, ’s less than or equal to , and s, (l) is the 
J 3k 2j k
number of x„.’ s less than or equal to xrt, and n =n =n„, then v2 can be 
li H 3k 1 2  3
expressed in terms of p and a where a can be estimated by
S = --—  Jr .(1) ;
ni  2 J
r^d) is the number of ^ess than or equal to x^ .
Thus, since p,a and similarly fi j and 6Z can be estimated,from (5)it follows
that Ex/2 can be estimated. Also Ex 2 can be estimated, the difference 
n n
being that Ex^2 contains the null assumption while Ex^2 does not. Thus,
when the null hypothesis is true, Ex'2 and Ex 2 , according to the theo-n n
rem, should be approximately equal.
Thomas proposes the following test
Suppose F^(x)= p(x)F (x)+(l-p(x)) F^x). (7)
H0 : p(x)= p(0<p<l)
H^ipfx)^ const. *
Let the quantity, under the null hypothesis, estimated by p in (6) be
p0. Thus (7) may be written as
Fg(x)= p0F1(x)+q0F2(x)+e(x)
where e(x)= (p(x)-p0)[F1(x )-F2(x )].
Thus if p is given by (6) and V is as defined earlier then
CD CO
E(x/2 )=n f E{V2 (x) )dF (x} +n f e2 (x)dF (x) .n ^ 3 J 3
— CO — CO
var x/2 is seen to be of order 0(1). n
Under H0, Ex^2 is given by (5) with p=p0.
Under H^, since e(x)^0 in a non-degenerate interval, it follows that
17
therefore f e2 (x)dF (x)>0, and Lim Et^ = c J 3 nn+oo
Thus,since under H , since var t/2 = 0(1) for c>0,
1 n
we have Lim p (|D |>c)=l.
n-^ -oo
Here D is the difference between the estimates of the two sides of n
equation (5).
A test with rejection region of the form |D^|>c would be consistent and 
asymptotically unbiased. However, Thomas (1969) does not describe how 
critical values for c might be obtained.
18
CHAPTER 4
A TEST STATISTIC: CONTINUOUS DATA
4.1 Introduction
According to Theorem 3 of Chapter 2, if f , fQ and f are three densit-
-L o
ies which are related as
f f  . = t. (f,- f )l j ljik i k i^jVk (1)
where t , i s  constant and i.j and ke[l>2,3], then one of the f!s is a ljik i
proper mixture of the other two,and conversely. This means that if (1)
is not true then it is not possible that any of the f .1 s is a proper
mixture of the other two.This suggests that if we consider the square of
( f f  ,)-t. ... ( f f .  ) 
i j' ljik l k
and construct a quantity which is actually the sum of the above mentio­
ned squares over a number of chosen values of the random variable x then 
the quantity thus constructed can become the basis of a test which 
decides whether or not one of the is a proper mixture of the other
two.
A A /V
Let f„ , f„ and f„ be kernel estimates of f„ , f„ and f respectively.
1 2  3 1 2 3
Choose a number of points (say m ) on the x-axis, x ,x x^. In
general, we will assume samples of different sizes underlying the actual 
densities.
Define the distance function Q(t) as









t= — -------------------------------- =t. (3)
m /v
Z [f (X )-f (X )]*
i=l
m ^
Now Q ff(t) = 2 2 [f (x.)-f (x.)]2 is positive, therefore Q(t) is minimi-
* _ X I  O 1
1=1
sed by t=t. Thus t
/N J il
Q(t) = S t <.f'i(3ci)-r2 (xi) )--t(f'1 (xi)-f3(x1)) ]
i=l
m m
= X (f1(x.)-f2(x.))2 - (2 (f1(xi)-f2(x.))(f1(xi)-f3(xi)))2- 
i=l i=l
m
2 ( f  ( x  ) - f „ ( x  ) V  
. , 1 1 3 1
1=1
(4)
In (4), the points x^(i=l,2 m) may be chcsen in a variety of ways.
In our simulation study we will choose them to be equally spaced.
The points may also be chosen in such a way that the MSE of t is
/N
minimised. Now,MSE of t is given by 
E(t-t)2 =(bias t )2 +var t
A A
The formulae for Et and E t (and, equivalently, the formula for var t’ 
as derived in section 4.2 of this chapter, are based on the true fh’s
A
(and the smoothing parameters, h, used to form their estimates, It)*
Thus the variables for selection on which the formulae for the mean and 
a
variance of t depend are the points x ^ x ^ ...... x^ and the smoothing
parameter h.
This is a problem in optimal design where the independent variables 




Denoting MSE of t by M(x.,.......x , h’s) , our problem is to find
1 m
x^, ,xm and h ’s to minimise M, Suppose that, given the x^,s»
A A
h’s minimise M over the h ’s. Then compute M(x^,..... x^, h’s ) and mini-
A
mise with respect to the x_^ ’s, giving the x^’s. Our solution will be
A A A
(*, *x , h’s ) .l m
In practice, this minimisation procedure will be very difficult because 
of the large number of variables if m is large.
A
We will introduce some notation which will enable us to write t
A.
and Q{t) in a convenient form. This form will make a number of
necessary calculations feasible and will also explain a number
of steps, otherwise not possible.
Let [x ]i=l,2,...m be the chosen values of the variable x, along the
x-axis.
A
Let f (x.)= Mi .+5 i .
1 l 1 1
A A A
where Ui.=Ef (x.) and ^,=f,(x,)-Ef (x,).




_U = [ v  >U > ...........U
1 1 1 1 2  lm
and S^= [6 ,6... ....... 6
i 1 1 1 2  im
T T TThus f = y_ -hS . Similar results hold for f and f , 
t i i  2 3
Thus (3) can be written as
A  As As As As
t- - £2> (fr £3>
(-i - £3)T(W  (5)
and (4) can be written as
As As m  As AyAs As As _  As As S. f n
Q(t) = (£,- f2) (fr  f2) - [(£,- £2)(£1- £ 3)]:
(£r  £3 ) (£r £3) • (6 )
Further, we introduce the notation
As As
f = f - f -12 -1 -2
-12 -1 -2
— !2 “ —l"-— 2
with similar meaning for f , _6 etc.
XO uO
Thus (5) and (6 ) may, respectively, be written as





As Asm As Asm A
and Q(t) = f f - (f f )2 
12 12 12 13
Asm As
(fT f ) (8 )
13 13
Furthermore, breaking up the f^s in terms of y and 6 we may write down 
(7) and (8 ) as
22
r - ^  +A )T()i ) ■ ^“ x a i 2 i j i 3 , x
------------------  (9)
T
(jJ +£ ) (u +6 )
X 3 13 13 13
and
     (10)
(p +6 )T ( jj +6 )
X 3 13 13 j 3
respectively.
In section 4.2 we write down expressions for the mean and variance of
A /X
t and Q(t). These expressions were initially obtained uptil order two 
in 6, but it turned out that for the null case, i.e when equation (1 )
A
was true, the leading term of EQ(t) was of order two in 6 and that of 
var Q(t) was (as expected) of order four in 6. For the non-null case,
/x S\
the leading term of EQ(t) was of order zero in 6 and that of var Q(t)
/x
of order two in <5. Thus expressions for the mean and variance of Q(t) 
were derived uptil order four in 6. The expressions for mean and 
variance of t, however, were good enough uptil terms of order two in <5.
/X A
The reason why, for the null case, leading terms in EQ(t) and var Q(t) 
were of orders 2 and 4, respectively,in 5 will be explained in section 
4.8.
In section 4.3 and 4.4 the basic quantities comprising the expressions 
for mean and variance of t and Q(t) are elaborated.
In section 4.5 the computational details for the expressions for mean
/x ^
and variance of t and Q(t) are given.
xx
In section 4.6 simulations were carried out to generate values of Q(t)
/x
for a number of cases (null as well as non-null) . For the Q(t)’s thus
23
obtained, the values of sample mean and sample variance were calculated 
and compared with the theoretical approximations mentioned above. It
A
was found that the mean and variance of Q(t) obtained by both methods 
did not differ much.
A
Finally, in section 4.7, the distribution of Q(t) is considered and it
A.
is shown, diagrammatically, that log Q(t) is approximately normal. A 
test for the null hypothesis is also suggested.
A A
4-2 Expressions for mean and variance of t and Q(t)
In this section we write down the expressions for the mean and variance
A A
of t and Q(t). The detailed calculation is done in section 4.5.
We have
A A A




Thus it is enough to write down expressions for Et, E(t)2 , EQ(t) and
A
E[Q(t)]2 . Now, since the last two expressions are extremely lengthy, 
both of them will be written in three parts. Part one is all terms up­
til order two in <5, part two is only terms of order three in 6 and 
part three is only terms of order four in 6.
A
(i) EQ(t)
We have, uptil terms of order two in 6 ,
A T 
E  Q  ( t ) —  jj_ \i •
12 12
1
A  A13 13
(A1 Ji )2
^ 1 2 1 3 ‘ T  T
— =----- + E6 6 +E<5 6
A A ~ ~ 1 _ 2~~13 13
2
E ( JbL A ) +E (A A ) +2E (ii A ) ( ii A )
+E ( i i  A ) 2+ E ( i i  A  ) 2+2 { A  A  Je A ^
1 3 2  1 2 3  1 2 1 3  l l j
+ 4A A
12 13
(r i )‘13 13
-(AT A  ) 2
12 13
(AT A ) 3' 13 13
e ( at A ) ( at A ) +e ( a T A ) 2
12 1 13 1 13 r
+e(at A ) (AT A )
1 3  3 1 2  3
4rE(AT A )2+E(AT A )2
1 1 3  1 1 3  3
~(a t a  )(EATA + eA tA  )
1 3  1 3  1 1  3 3
24
We have, considering terms of order three in 5 ,
EQ(t) = -
TP. Ji13 13
u t A  ][aTA  ] +e [ /  A  ][±\
1 2 1 1 1 13 1 1 1
+2
r T L Ji Ji
13 13
E[jiT A  ][jiT A  ]Z + E[jj_T A  ]3 +2 E [ /  A  ] [jMT A
1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1
+2[jiT u. 3e [j£T a  3 [A^A 3 + E [jiT A  32 [jjT A  3






e [jmT a  ][a TA  3 + e [_mT a  3[ATA
12 1 1 1  13 1 1 1
-e [ /  A ][ATA  3
1 2 3 3 3
-st/ji 3
12 13
[pT Ji 313 13
e [jiT A  ]2[jhT A  3 + E[jiT A13 1 12 1
- E t / A  32[jiT A  3
1 3  3 1 2  3
-4luT M
~ T -Ji Ji13 13
e [ /  A  3tATA  3 -e [ /  A  3[ATA
1 3 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3
8 [ /  Ji 3
12 13
[jiT Ji ]
e [ / a 3s- e [yT A  3
1 3  1 1 3  3
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we, have, considering terms of order four in <5,
EQ(t) = -
JL Ji13 13
E[_6T6 ) 2 + E[_6T6_ ]2 + E[_6T6_ ]2 + E[6_T_6 ]2
1 1  1 3  1 2 2 3
1 2
JL JI J13 13
E l A  A  ][iT A  ][ATA  1 + E [ /  A  H a A  1
12 1 13 1 1 1 13 1 1 1
+E ( /  6 ][mT a  ][ATA  ] + E[jjT 6 ] [ j j . T  6 ][6T1
1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3
+EtjiT A  ][jlT A  ][ATA  ] + e [jiT A  ][jiT A  ][ATA
1 2 1  1 3 3  1 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3
+e [ji_T A  ][jjT A  ][ATA  ] + e [jjT 6 ] [ /  6 ][a TA
1 3 2  1 3 3  2 3  1 2 3  1 3 3  1 1
[JL Ji J13 13
E litT A  ]2[ATA 1 + e [jmT A  H a A  ]+2E[liT A  ][jiT
1 2 1  1 1  1 3 1  1 1  1 2 1  1 3
e [jjT A ]2e [a TA]+e [/ a  ]2e [aTA ]+2[/ Ji M A TA
1 3 2  1 1  1 2 3  1 1  1 2 1 3  1 1
[JL Ji. ]213 13
E [ /  A  ][jiT A  ]LATA  3 + E[ y T A  ][jlT A  ltATA
1 2 1  1 2 3  1 3  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3




E [ p T a  ]2 [ATA  ] + e [jlT A  ]2 e [ATA  1
1 2  1 3 3 1 3  1 3 3
+2 e [vlT A  ][jjT A  J e [ATA  ] + e  [y,T a  ]2 e [a TA
1 2 1  1 3 1  3 3  1 3 2  3 3
+E[jJT A  ]Z [ATA  ] + 2[j£T j£ ] E [ A TA  ] E [ A TA  ]
1 2 3  3 3  1 2 1 3  1 1  3 3




■ T 1 .Ji ii J13 13
[ j i  i i  ]
e [jj_T 6_ ]2E[_6T6_ ] + E[ y_T A ]2E[6_T6_ ]
1 2  1 3 3 1 3  1 3 3
+2e[mT a ][jm_T A ]e[ATA ] + e[aT A ]2e[ATA ]
1 2 1  1 3 1  3 3  1 3 2  3 3
+E[jiT A )2[ATA ] +2[jiT ii ]E[_6TjS ]E[^T6_ ]
1 2 3  3 3  1 2 1 3  1 1  3 3
eEaT A J2CiiT A } 2 + EtiiT 5 J4 + 2E[jiT a ][_mT a ]
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1
+ E[jj 6 ]2E[ji 5_]2 + E[jj^  _6 J 2 ^ [ Ji”^" A ]2
1 3 1  1 3 2  1 3 1  1 2 3
+ 2EilT Ji ] [6T<s ]
1 2  1 3  1 3  1 1 1
16
ti* U 11 3 1 J
£ [ /  A  ][iLT A  ] E [ jjlT A  ] [ y T A  ]
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 3
+ E tjiT A  ]2E[iiT A  1 [m T 6 I
1 3  1 1 2  3 1 3  3
-2[mT m ]E[/ 6 ][/ 6 ][6T6 ]
1 2 1 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3




[ / i i  ]13 13
E[ji^  a ]2E[jiT A ]2 + e[Ji^  A ]2E[ji"^ A ]
1 2 1  1 3 3  1 3 1  1 3 3
+2E[jj^ A  ] [a ^ A  ]£ [jiT A  ]2
1 2  1 1 3  1 1 3  3
+ E [jiT A  ]2£[iiT A  I2 + E [_m T a  ]2 tiiT a  ]
1 3 2  1 3 3  1 2 3  1 3 3
+ 2 [a .T a  M a T A  ]2 £ [ATA  1
1 2  1 3  1 3  3 1 1
E iii A  ][u A  ][A A  1 + E tA A  H a  A  3e [A A12 1 13 1 1 1
+ 2 E tiiT A  ] [ / A  ][ATA  ]
12 1 13, 13





e [a T a  ]2 [ATA  ] + e [a T A  J2e [a TA  1
1 3  1 1 1  1 3  1 3 3
+2E [jjT 6 ][/ S ][«T6 ]
1 3  1 1 3  3 1 3
8/  ii 
12 13
:a  a  ] 3
13 13
2 E [ /  a  ] [ / a  ][ATA  ] + E tA T A  ] [ a T A  ] E tATA  ]
1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3  1 2 3  1 3 3  1 1
+ e [a T a  H a T A  H A TA  ]









E[liT 1  Hid1 A  )’+ 3E[m.T «_ H jJ 6
12 1 13 1 12 1 13
E[uT _6 ]4 + 3E[jjT A }2E [ ±  6_ ]
~~1 *  1 1 3  1 1 3  3
T
16 J±. Ji
[Ji Ji 113 13
3E[jaT 6_ ]2E[HT A ][uT A ] + E [ ±




Le ii P13 13
e[aTA  P + 4e[aTA  P  + e[aTA  ]z
1 1  1 3  3 3
+2E[a TA  ]e [ATA  ]
1 1  3 3
I2LE „_E ]12 13
E  E  P13 13
e [e  A P U P A  ] + eEe A ]2e[A A13 1 1 1 1 3 1
+e [jjT a  J2e[aTA  ] + e [jjT a  P[AT
+4E[jjT A  ] [ /  A.][ATA  ]




E  E13 13
E[jjT A P  + 6E[uT 6 PE[uT A I2
1 3  1 1 3  1 1 3  3
(ii) Et Q(t)]
]E[/ A P
1 1 3  3
A P[uT A





+ E[pT 5^ ]‘
1 3 3
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We have, uptil terms of order two in 6,
Et Q(-t)]* = [ /  U. ]2 [/p. ] - _ 2 [ y_T ^  n / j i  ]!
1 2 1 2  +  1 2 1 3  1 2 1 2  1 2 1 3
T T
[jj. \L 3 2 Jl ii
13 13 13 13
+2[mT p ] E[ST6 ] + E[ATA 3 44 E [J£T A  ]2 + E[jjT A  ] 2
12 12 11 2 2 12 1 12 2
+4[mT m ]2 E[pT 6 J2 + E[yT 6 ]2 + E[uT A 32 + E[jiT a  3212 13 12 1 13 1 12 3 13 2
[ /  y 32
13 13
+2EIA 6 ][yT S ]
12 1 13 1
+2[J1 Ji 1
12 13
t n  Ji ] 213 13
e [ /  A 32 + e [jjT A ] 2 + 2E[£T a  ] [ j i T A ]
1 2 1  1 3 1 .  1 2 1  1 3 1
+E[jiT A ] 2 + E[y_T A ] z + 2 [jjT ]E[AT A
1 3 2  1 2 3  1 2 1 3  1 1
_ 16[ JJ M_ ]
[m M ]
13 13
e [ A ] Lii^ A 3 + e [jj^ a  ] 2 + e [jj^ a  ] [ j i A
1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 2 3
+ 1 2 [ j i  i i  J
12 13
T
[jtL Ji 113 13
E [ A  6 ]2 + E[jjT S. ]2
1 3  1 1 3  3
2[ji it ]
12 13
[M U 3313 13
e [a Ta  3 + e [a Ta
1 1  3 3
29
+ 2 [_llT Ji ] [ /  Ji ] 2
12 12 12 13
r T l i i  i i13 13
e [ATA ] + EtlTA
1 1  3 3
~ 8[iLT Ji ][_UT ji ]2
12 12 12 13
E[jiT 6. ]2 + EtjJ 1  ]2
1 3  1 1 3  3
r  ■*.
L ii  JL13 13
+ S t /  i i  I t /  i i
12 13 12 12
[Ji VL ]
E [ /  A  H j J  A  ] + E[jjT S_ )2
12 1 13 1 13 1
+ E [y T a  ] ( v_T A  ]
1 2  3 1 3  3
-2 [ii p ] 
12 12
[ VL i i  ]
I Ef /  A  ] 2 + E [ jjT A  ] 2 + 2E[_uT A  ] [ j i T A  ]
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1
E[_mT A  ] 2+ E [jjT A  ] 2 + 2 [ i i T i i  ]E [ A TA  1
1 3 2  1 2 3  1 2 1 3  1 1
+ 8 [ j i T J i ] “ m T
12 11 E[uT 6 ] [/ 1  ]
12 1 13 1
t_H TU ]2
13 13




E [ m_T A  ]2 + E [ /  A  ][iiT A
12 1 12 1 13 1 ] + E tiiT A  ] ( A  A  ]12 2 13 2
30
-  2 [ i i  U  ]
1 2  1 3
T
i i  Ji13 13
E[6_ T_6 ] + E[_6T^  ] 
1 1  2 2
We have, considering terms of order three only, in 6,
E [Q( t) ]2 = 4 Et A  A ][ATA ] -  Et A  A HATA
1 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
T
'l 2 13
[M ii 313 13
E[jj_T 6_ ] [_5TA 3 + EtjaT A ] [ ^ ±  3
12 1 1 1  13 1 1 1
+ 4[j1 _M ]
12 13
[/ It ]13 13
E [ /  S ]’ + E[pT 6 ][/ 6 ]
12 1 12 1 13 1
+2E[y_T A ]2[vLT 5 ] + 2[uT u ]E[/ 6 ][6TA
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1 3  1 2 1  1 1
+e[uT a ][u.T a 32 + eqJ a 3
13 1 12 1 13 1
+2E[yT 6 ][A A ] 2
12 1 13 1
+2[jiT ]e[_uT a. 3 [AT A  3 - E [jiT A  33
1 2 1 3  1 3 1  1 1  1 2 3
—E [_y_ A
1 3 2
8 t i i  Ji 3
12 13
[jtL ii 3
E[jiT A 1(A A ] ! + EtA A ] s+ 2ElA A ] [ A a  1
1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1
-E[/ a  3 [iJT A  32
1 3  3 1 2  3
31
8 [ii ii ]
1 2  1 3
[ii M I313 13
E[yT A ][/ A ]2 + e[uT a  33 + 2 E [ ^ T a  ][uT A
1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1
-e[jjT a  ] [ } L A  ]
1 3  3 1 2  3
8 [_tL ii ]
12 13
tii ii 313 13
e [ii"1* A ][iLT A 3Z + EtjiT A 3
13 1 12 1 13 1
+ 2E [ u_T <$_ ] [ A ]2 + 2 [ yT y ] E [ y^ 6_ ] [ 6_T ]
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1 3  1 3 1  1 1
E[yT A  ] [ /  A  1
1 3  3 1 2  3
+ 4 8 Cii ii 1
12 13
[ii y ]13 13
EiMT A  ][jiT A  P  + e ^ 1 A  P -  e [ a T a  H A  ±  P
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 3
8 [j± ii ]
T 1 
ii ii J13 13
E [ m.T A  ][ATA  ] + E [ i i T A  ][ATA  ]- E [ i i T A  ][ATA
1 2 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 3








1 3  1 3
E[iLT A  ] “e[aT A  3
1 3  1 1 3  3
32
b[aT a ] [ / u  1 12 12 12 13
[ i i  P. ] 313 13
E [ /  A  ]CATA  ]13 1 1 1
T T
- e  [jj. A  ] tA A
1 3 3 3 3
+ 16 [ /  i  ]
12 12 12 13
T
ii ii13 13
E li A  ]
1 3 1
E [j£ A  ]
1 3 3
+ 4[jiT jj ] [jJ T ]
12 12 12 13
[j=L ii ]
13 13
E[/ &_ ][«tA  1 + E t /  A  ][ATA  1
12 1 1 1  13 1 1 1
“E [iiT A  ][ATA  ]
1 2 3 3 3
1 6 [ / p  ][/_[, ]
12 12 12 13
r T i3
lii Ji J13 13
e [ /  A  ] [ /  A  )2 + E t /  « ]'»
12 1 13 1 13 1
-El/ 5 ][/ A ]
1 2  3 1 3  3
+ 4[_y Jj, ] 
12 12
lii i i  ] 213 13
E[y A  ] [ vl A  I2 + e[_mT a  ]3 +2E[jjT A  ] l i i T ^ ] 2
13 1 12 1 12 1 13 1
+ 2 l iL T a  ] e 1a t  A  1[AtA  ] _ e 1a t  A  H a t  « ] 2
12 13 13 1 1 1  13 3 12 3
■4[ /  m 
12 12
T
A  A13 13
E [ /  A  H A TA  ] + E[/ S_ ][/« ]
12 1 1 1 13 1 1 1
+ 4lji H y  T T -leljj,1 p ]2 
 ___12 13 E[ji A ][A A 1 12 ‘3 E[pT 6 ][/ 6 ]2
1 2 1 1 1 12 1 1 3  1
[A a  ] [A a  ]13 13
+ 16 [y A~12 13
[a  A ]13 13
Eli1 A ]*[/ « ] + E[pT _s ][pT S ]
1 2  1 1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1
- 4
[A a  ]13 13
T
i 2 iE [_y A ]3 + E [ji1 A 1 [A A  ]212 1 13 1
+ 2E [jjT A ]2[AT A J + 2 [jjT y ]E[yT A ] [ <ST6 ]
1 2  1 1 3 1  1 2 1 3  1 2 1  1 1
- EtiT A ] [ /  A 1
12 2 13 2
+ 4[p p ]!
 13 E[pT e ][sT6 ]
~ U  i i 1
A  M ]!
4[jJ P ]
12 13
[a  A ]
E[AT A ][ATA ] + e [_mT a  ][ATA
12 1 1 1  13 1 1 1
-E[pT S ][6T6 ]
1 3 2 2 2
We have, considering terms of order four in 6,
T 2 m
E[Q(t) ] =E[A A ] * 4E[A a ]2 + E[ATA ]2+ 2E[ATA ] E[ATA ] 
1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
34
+  1
[U ii 113 13
E[jj^  A ] 4 + E[u^ A  ]4 +4E[j4^  6_ ]2 [ A ]2 + E[jj
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1
eU T 1  j4
1 2 3
|—» 2 2
+4 El/i ] E[yT £ ] + 2E[yT £ ] [4  £ ]E[yT 6
1 2 1  1 3 2
2 2
+E[/ 6 ] E[ /  5 ]
1 3  1 1 3  2
12 1 13 1 13
+4 E.[uT A ]2^ [A^ a ] 2+ 2 E [ j5 ] [jj^  A ] [ii^  A
“ l  2 1 1 2 3  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 3
+E [/ A ]2E[/ A ]2
1 3  1 1 2  3
+4 E[ji^  A ]2E[/ A ]Z
1 3  2 1 2  3
+4 [vl £ ]
12 13
e [ATA I2 + EtATA ]2+ E [ATA I2 +























2[/ A ]2 + - [ /  A H /  A ]13 1 12 1 13 1
•J ■
2E[u_T A ]2 + 2E[ y_T  A ]2E[a T A ]'*
1 3  2 1 2  1 1 2  3
e[_u^  a 12 [A^A 3 + 4E[a^ A ] [ja^* A
12 1 1 1  12 1 13 1
2E[iiT A ]2 + 2E[yT A ]2E[aT A ]2
1 3  2 1 3  1 1 2  3
e [a  A ]2 tA A13 1 1 1
[/ A M /  A ]
1 3 1 1 3  2
[/ A ]e [aT A I2
1 3  1 1 2  3
E[uT a  ][/ A ][ATA 3
12 1 13 1 1 1
;e [a  a  3
e[/ a ]2e[ATA 313 2 1 1
e[j£T a ]2e[a TA 3







1 2  1 3
+8[jjT _p ]
12 13
E[mT 6 ][pT 5 ][6T6 ] +E[pT 4 ] [ /  4 ] [a A  ]
1 2 1  1 3 2  1 2  1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2
£ [ /  4 ] [ /  4 ][4T6 ] + £ [ /  4 ] [ /  4 ] [a A  ]
1 2 1  1 2 3  1 3  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3
+8[mT p ]e [pT A  ][uT 6 ][6T5
12 13
+2[_p J£ ]
[ /  Ji J13 13
+ 8 [ji Ji 3
12 13
[jiN 313 13
1 3 2 1 2 3 2 3
s [ATA  ]2+EtATA  ]2+ElA
1 1  1 3
£ [ /  A  ] 
1 2 1
z[ATA  ]+e [p T _




1 3  2 1 2
+E [ p^ " S 
1 2 1
][jiT A  ][fiT«
1 2  3 1 3
+E[pT 6
1 3 1




] [ /  4 ][6T4
1 2  3 1 3
+E[pT <5 
1 2 1
][jiT a  3[AT«




][pT 6 ][6T6 
1 2  3 1 3
T
+E [ p <5
1 2  3
P E [ 6 T 6 ]+E[p 
1 1
T
+E [ p 6
1 3 1
][jiT a  ][ATA
1 3  2 1 2
T
+E [ p 6
1 3 2
] [ A  « ][«T4
1 2 3 2 3
TA 
1 2
LT a l (aA13 1 1 1
+ E [pI 4 ][pT 4 ][4T4
13 1 12 1 1 1
A  ] [/ a  H a 1? ]
1 13 2 1 2
+e[jjT a ][mT a ][ATA 3
1 3 2 1 2 3 2 3
A  ][/ A  ][ATA  ]
2 1 13 2 1 2
+e [uT a  ]2e [AT1 J
13 2 1 1
"16 [_M Ji ]
12 13
[i It ]
B[pT a  Hit1 A  ][ATA  ]+EtiT A ]![ATA  1
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 1  1 3 1  1 1
+E[jiT A  ][jiT A  ][ATA  ]+e [p T A  ][jiT A  ](ATA  ]
1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3
+E[ iT A Hi1 A HaA ]+ElitT A llA  A HaA ]
1 2 1  1 3 3  1 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3
+E[jj_t a  ][jjT a  HA TA ]+e [p.T A ][jiT A ]E[ATA ]
1 3 2  1 3 3  2 3  1 2 3  1 3 3  1 1
+48 [ji ji ]
12 13
[£ M ]13 13
EtA A P t A  a  ] 2 + e [ A  s  ]'+e[A a  ]2e[A
1 3  i  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 3 1  1 2
♦ElA A h A a  ]2+2E[A a  ]3[A A J
1 3 1  1 3 2  1 3 1  1 2 1
+4E[A a J t A  A  ]e[A  A  ] t A  A  ]
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 3
+4 e [_m_T a  ]ze [uT a  ] [ /  A  ]
1 3  1 1 2  3 1 3  3
+E[yT a  ]2EfpT A  ]2+e[pT a  ]ZE[jjT A  J
1 3 3  1 2 1  1 3 3  1 3 1
+e[A A  ]2t A  a  ]2+e(A A  ]2e[A A J2
j 1 3 3  1 2 3  1 3 3  1 3 2
! + 2 e(A a  i2e [ A  a  h A  a  i
1 3  3 1 2  1 1 3  1
-16[pT P ]
[£ Ji ]
E[jiX A  ]3[jiT A  ]+E[pT a  ][jiT A  ]3 +2E[y_T a  ]z [jiT A  ]
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1
+e[y_T a  ][jiT A  ]E[_mt a ]z+e[jlT a  ][jiT A  ]e[pT a  ]2
1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 2  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 2 3
T  p  ] e [ A  A  1(A A  ][ATA  ]+EtA a  h A  a  ]2
1 2 1 3  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 1  1 3 1  1 2 1
T  .  i  .  _ „ r  T  ,  1 r T  ,  n 3 _ r  T  .  i r  T
+e[ji A ]4 +2E[n A Hli A ]3 +e[_y A ] 2e[jj A ]
13 1 12 1 13 1 13 1 13 2
+E[jiT A ]aE[jiT A ]2 + 2 [_m_t p ]e[jiT a  ]2[ATA ]
1 2 3 12 13 13 1 1 1
+2 e[_mT A  UjiT A  ]e[p.t A  ]2 +e[_pT A  l2E[jiT A
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 1  1 2 3
+ 2 [_u y 3e  [ vl 6 ][_p a  3 [A A  1
1 2 1 3  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3
4*2 e [_m_ A  ][ji A  3e  [_m A  ]2+ e U  A  ]2s[ji A  ]
1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 2  1 3 1  1 3 2
+2[ A  p ]e[A a  ] [ A a  ][ata  ]
1 2 1 3  1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2
+2 E [p T a  ] 2e [ /  A  l l A  A  ]+ e [_mT a  ] [ A  6 ] e [ vj1
1 2 *  1 2 3  1 3 3  1 2 1  1 3 1  1
+ 2 [ /  j i  ] E [ j , T 6 ] [ /  A  ] [ A TA  ]
1 2 1 3  1 2 1  1 3 3  1 3
+2 e [jmT a  ] [ /  A  ] e [ mT a  ] [ /  A
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 3
+ E [u T S ] 2E [ p T 6 ] [ j j T  4 ]
1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 3
+ 2 [p T u ] E f p T A  ] [ p T A  ] [ 6 TA  ]
1 2  1 3  1 3  1 1 3  3 1 3
+E[jj A  ][j£T a  ] e [Ji^  a  ]2+E[jj.T A  ] [jjT A  ] E [ p T 6
1 3 3  1 2 3  1 2 1  1 3 3  1 2 3  1 3 ~
+ 2 E [ A  4 ] [ /  A  ] e ( A  a  ] [ /  A  ]+ e [ A  A  ] [ /  «
1 3 3 1 2 3 1 2 1 1 3 1 1 3 3  1 Z~~3
+e[pT a  ] [ / a  ]3+2[m.T Ji ]E[jj_T a  ][jaT a  ]e[<$t<5
1 3  3 1 2 3  1 2 3  1 3 3  1 2 3  1
+2E[pT A  ] ! E [ A  A JtA A  ]+2[jiT ji ]E[jjT 6 ][/
1 3 2  1 3 3  1 2 3  1 2 1 3  1 3 ~ ~ 2  ~ 1
—8 [ jaT ^ ]2
12 13
[ i i  Ji ] 313 13
E[iiT A  ]2[ATA  ]+E[jiT A  ]2[ATA  ] +E [ jj_T 6 ]2E[6T
1 2  1 1 1  1 3  1 1 1  1 2  3 ~ i
+e [u T a  ]2e [a TA  ] +2 E [ j iT A  ][jiT A  H A TA  1
1 3 2  1 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 1
+4E[ji a  ] [ Ji A  ] [A^A ]+4E[jiX a  ] [jj_T A  ] [A^A
1 2 1  1 2 3  1 3  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3
+ E [ j iT A  ]2e [a TA  ] + E [iLT A  ]2e [ATA  J
1 2  1 3 3 1 3  1 3 3
+ e [ji a  ]2 [A A  ]+E [jjX a  3 2e [ A ^  J
1 2 3 3 3 1 3 2 3_ 3
I + 2 E [ j iT A  ] [ j i T A  ] E tA TA  J
i 1 2  1 1 3  1 3 3
+24 [ j i  j i  ]
12 13
[J i i i  ]13 13
I
1







E[uT A  ]Z [jiT A  ]2+E[uT A  ] ^ +2E[ vlT 6_ ] [ ^  6_ ]
1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1
+E[yT A  ] 2E[iLT j5_ ]2+E[_mT A  ]2E[jiT 6_ ]2
1 3 1  1 3 2  1 3 1  1 2 3
+ 2 [p T M. ]E[JiT A  ] 2 [A TA  J
12 13 13 1 1 1
+4 X
e [u t  A  3 h r  A  3 h r  A  J h r  A  3
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 3
+E[jjT A ]2E[_yT A ][uT A ]
1 3  1 1 2  3 1 3  3
+ 4 fjiT iL 3e[j£T a  3[j±T A  3[ATA  3
1 2 1 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3
+E[uT a  32E[ y T A  32+E[yT A  ]2e[uT a  32
1 3 3  1 2 1  1 3 3  1 3 1
+2E[mT a  3zE[iLT A  3[iLT A  3+E[yT a  ]2E[/ a
1 3 3  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 2
+E[mT 6. ]z[/  & ]2+2[/ p ]E[A A ] 2E[ATA 1





E [ /  A  ] M i TA  ]+ e ( A  a  H a A  ] + 2 E [ p.T a  H p T a  ] [ a ta
12 1 1 1  13 1 1 1  12 1 13 1 1 1
+e[_mT a  32e [a TA  3 +E[jjT A  32e [a TA  3+2[yT y ]e [a t a  32
1 3 2  1 1  1 2 3  1 1  1 2  ! j  1 1
+4 [E [yT A  3[vlT A  3[ATA  3+E[_yT a  3[_m T A  3fATA  3 ]
1 2 1  1 2 3  1 3  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3
+ 4 [_yT y ]e [a TA  32+ E [ y T a  ]2e [a ta  3+e [^t  a  ]ze [a TA  3
1 2 1 3  1 3  1 2 1  3 3  1 3 1  3 3
+2E[_yT A  j[yT A  3e [a TA  3+E[jiT A  32e [ATA  3
1 2 1  1 3 1  3 3  1 3 2  3 3
+E[jiT A  ]2 [ATA  3+2[yT ii ]e [a TA  ]e [AT.A 3
1 2 3  3 3  1 2 1 3  1 1  3 3
+ 4 8 tii ii 3
12 13
la Ji 3
1 3  1 3
E [ /  A  ][jjT 6 ] [ ± \  ]+E[jjT A  ][jaT 6_ Je[^T 6_
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  3 3
+2E [j£T 6_ ][_uT A ][A T 6 ]+E[jiT A ]2[ATA ]
1 2 1  1 3 3  1 3  1 3 1  1 1
+E[mT 6_ ]2e [ATA  ]+2E[m.t ±  ][jiT A  ][ATA  ]
1 3 1  3 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3
+2E[uT a ] [p.T A  ][ATA  3+e[_mT a ][_mT A  3e[ATA 1
1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3  1 2 3  1 3 3  1 1
L +E [ A  <S ] [ A  6 ][6T1  ]1 3 3 1 2 3 3 3
■128 [y y ]
12 13
[JL i i  ]13 13
Ell A  ][m A  ]3 +3E[jy A  ][A A ]E[y. A  ]2
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 3 3
+ E [ j j T  a  ] 4+ 3 e [ v Lt  a  ] 2e [ j j T  a  ] 2
1 3  1 1 3  1 1 3  3
+ 3 E [jiT A  ]2e [ m T a  ] i i i A  ]+ E [jiT A  ][iiT A
1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 3  1 2 3  1 3 3
+3[y ii
[Jdl U ]13 13
e[aTA ]2+4E[aTA ]z+e[aTA J
1 1  1 3  3 3
+2 E [A TA  ] e [A TA  ]





E[iiT A  ] 4 +6E [jjT A  ] 2E [jj_T A ]
1 3  1 1 3  1 1 3  3
+E[y A ]
1 3 3
-48 [u y ]
12 13
[Ji ii ]13 13
-2 [A n
12 12
[ii ii ]13 13
2 T
e [iiT a  H a TA  ]+e [_yT a  M A  A  ]
1 3  1 1 1  1 3  1 3 3
+4E [jj_T  A  ][_yT A  ][ATA  ] +E [ji'T A  ]
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3  1 3 3
+E[yT A ]2tATA ]
1 3 3 3 3
e [ATA  ]2+ e [ATA  ]2+e [a TA  ]2+e [ATA
1 1  1 3  1 2  2 3
+8(_y )
1 2  1 2
<£ £. >' 13 13
L
E ( i T  & ) ( j , T  6 ) ( « TA  ) + E ( j j T  6 ) 2 ( 6 T 6. )
1 2 1 13 1 1 1  13 1 1 1
+£(/ « )(/ 6. )(/«)+£( /  6 )(/ 6 )(/« ) 
1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3
+E(i ,T 6 ) ( j i T £  ) (_6TA  ) +E (iLT A  M j iT ±)(  A TA  )
1 2 1  1 3 3  1 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3
T T T
+E ( j i  A  ) ( jl A  ^ A  A  )
1 3 3 1 3 2 2 3
+E(_yT a  ) ( / a  )e(ata  )
1 2 3 1 3 3 1 1
+2(-.!- 1s) I Et/ A )j(ATA )+£(/ A )2(ATA ) ________  12 1 1 1  13 1 1 1
U  Ji ) 2
13 13 +2E(yT £)( uT A  )(ArA)+E< /  A  )2£(ATA  )
12 1 13 1 1 1  13 2 1 1
+E(jaT I  ) 2E(_6_T_6 ) + 2 ( y T y ) e (ATA  ) *
1 2  3 1 1  1 2  1 3  1 1
+4[e(jjT S )(mT a )(ATA )+e<aT a )(aT A )<ATA )]
1 2 1  1 2 3  1 3  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3
+4( _yT _y )E (A TA  ) Z+E (_yT A  ^ U ^ A  >
1 2  1 3  1 3  1 2  1 3 3
+ E (y T 6_ )2E ( l £& )+ 2 E (y T _6 ) ( yT A  J E ^ A  >
1 3 1  3 3  1 2 1  1 3 1  3 3
+E{± A  )2E(ATA  )+E<iiT A  )2(AT A  )
1 3 2 3 3 1 2 3 3 3
-8 (U U ) 
•“12— 12
U T i i  ) 313 13
+ 2 (_yT y ) E ( { T 6 ) E ( ^ T_6 )
1 2  1 3  1 1  3 3
E ( yT « )2(MT « )2+E(^T 6 )H+2E(^T 6 )(MT I ) 3
“ 1 3 — 1 — 1 2 — 1 — 1 3 — 1 — 1 2 — 1 1 3  1
+E(jj _6 )2E(y^ jS )2+E(jj1^' 6 ) 2E(ja^ JS ) 2+2(jj  ^ )E(y^ 6 ) 2{
1 3 1 " " 1 3 2  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 2“ "  1 3 1 3 1
- 8 ( /  ji ) x
1 2  1 2
(u a  )3
1 3  1 3
+4[E(jjT 6_ )(v*T A )E(JbLT _6 ) U T A )+e(mT a )2£(jiT A ) (jiT A )]
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 3  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 3
+ 4 ( /  ji ) E ( /  S_ ) ( /  I  )+ E ( /  { ) ' £ ( /  & )‘
1 2 1 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3  1 3 3  1 2 1
+e(jj,t a )ze(vt a )2+2E(yT A )2e(aT A M ^ T 5 )
1 3 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 2 I  “ I I " !
+ £ (_m T A  )2 E{uT a )2 -^E(jiT A )2(p.T A )2 +2 ( /  A  )E (a T A)2h(ATA
1 3 3  1 3 2  1 3 3  1 2 3  1 2 1 3  1 3 3  1 1
- 1 6  ( j ^  j j  )  ( j j ^  JJ )
1 2  1 2  1 2  1 3
1 3  1 3
£ ( /  A  )(uT A  (ATA  )+e (a T A  )(pT A  )e (ATA )
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  3 3
+2E(uX <5
T
)(y 5 )(ST6 )+E(u T <5 )2 (5T6 )
1 2 1 1 3 3 1 3  1 3  1 l i
+E(jjT 6 )2 E(<5T 6 )+2E(uT 6 )(viT <5 ) U T<S )





)(S 6 )+E(p 6 ) U T  6 )E(6T6 )






)(«T6 )  
3 3
W  A H aT A )
12 12 12 13
(a t a  >"13 13
e(a^ A  H a^ A  ) 3 +3E(jj^  A  ) (aT A )e(jjT A  )2
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 3 3
W  A  )**+3E(jj^  a  )2E(_y^  a  )2+3£(a^ A )2e(aT A  )(aT A  )
1 3 1  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 3
+E(AT A  h / a  )3
~  1 2  3 1 3  3
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-2( /  j, )(/ ^ )2
12 12 12 13
I T \ y JJ )3
13 13
+24(y^ y )(uT I )3
1 2 12 12 13
( T \y y )H
1 3 13
“32(yT y )(mT m )!
1 2 12 12 13
(j/ y ) 5 
13 13
8
E(6T 6 )2+4E{ 6T 5 )z+E(6T 6 )2
l i 1 3 3 3
+2E(6T 6 )E(6T 6 )
i i 3 3
E ( y/1 ±  )z (*i± ) W  A  ^2 e <ATA  )
1 3  1 1 1  1 3  1 3 3
+4E(ji^  6^ ) (A^A)
1 3  1 1 3  3 1 3
+E(jy^ A  )2E(A^A )+E(jj^  _6_ )2(A^A )
1 3 3 1 1 1 3 3 3 3
E(yT I  r+6E(_yT ±  )2E(jyT A )2
13 1 13 1 13 3
+E( j5 ) H 
1 3 3
(_M^  _M )
13 13
!E(iLT A  )2(ATA  )+e( /  A  ) ( /  A  )(ATA  ) + e ( u T  6 ) ( j i T  a  )(i
| 1 2 1  1 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 1  1 2 1  1 3 2
! +e (jjT a  )(iiT A  )(ATA  )+E(yT A  )(mT A  )(ATA  )
| 1 2 1  1 2 3  1 3  1 2 1  1 2 2  1 2
+E(j.T A )<JiT 5 H a tA  )+£(iiT 6 )(jiT A  )e (ATA  )
1 3 1  1 2 2  1 2  1 2 2  1 3 2  1 1
+e ( /  a. )(jjT a  3(ATJ. >
_  1 2 2 1 2 3 2 3
8
( 1 'I 2J^i ii )
1_3 1 3
T






+E(y/^ 5^ ) (y^ 6 )E(ji*^  6_ )z +E(y^ jS ) ( < 5  )E(£^ A )2
1 2 1  1 3 '  1 1 3 2  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 3
+ 2 ( /  y jECjJ A  )(}iT A  ^ A TA  )
1 2 1 3  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 1
+2 [E (ji^ A  )2 e (jj^ a  ) A  )+E(jj'r a  ) A  )E(ji^ A  ^ii^
1 2 1  1 2 3  1 3 3  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 3  1
+2 [E(yT a  ) ( /  a  )E <.yT A  H y T a  ) + e (jlT a  )2 e ( p T a  )<iiT
13 1 12 1 12 2 13 2 1 3 1 1 2 2
+2 (j/ u )e(j£ &_ )U A >(A A )+2E(ji A Mji A )E(ii A
1 2 1 3  1 3 1  1 2 2  1 2  1 2 2  1 3 2  1 2 3
+2 <iiT ii >E(jiT A H /  A )<ATA )
1 2 1 3  1 2 2  1 3 3  2 3
+2(uT j, )E(pT 6 )(mT 6 )(6T6 )




A  ) ]
3 2
) ( /  A  )
1 3 3
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+8 [jj _y ]
1 2  1 3
[ii ii13 13
E [ /  6 ]a(ATA  ]+e[aT A  ][/ A ][ATA  ]+2E[jjT a  H a T A  ][ATA
1 2 1  1 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 1  1 2 1  1 2 3  1 3
+ 2E [ JJ_T A  ] 2 E [ A^A ]+E[uT A  ][_yT _6 ]E[_6T_6 ]
1 2 1  3 3  1 2 1  1 3 1  3 3
+E[jaT 6 ][uT A ]E[_6T6_ ]+E[jj.T _6 ] [iJ A M A TA ]
1 2 2  1 3 2  1 1  1 2 2  1 3 2  3 3
-32 [jj. Ji ]
U  ii ]13 13
E[yT s ]*[/ A  ]2+e[aT A  ][aT A  ]3+2E]aT a  ]IaT a  ]EtvLT A  ] [/ A
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 2 3
+E[m.T _6 ]2E[_yT A  ]2+E[jiT _6 ] [_yT _6 ]E[p_T jS ]2
1 2 1  1 3 3  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 3 3
+E[y^ j5 ] [ y^ A  ] £ [ /  j5 ]2+E[y^ 6_ ] [ y^ 6_ ]E [_U.^ A  ]2
1 2 2  1 3 2  1 3 1  1 2 2  1 3 2  1 3 3
_ 1 6 [ii ii i
r T Lu. ii
13 13
E[j£r A  J [jl A  U A rA  ]+EtiiT A  ] CiiT A  )
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  3 3
+ 2 [ y T « ] [ /  6 ] [ 6T 6 }
1 2  1 1 3  3 1 3
+32[_y iL ] j~^r T  _ lr T  _ , , „„r T  . ir T „ -,„r T12 13
E[jj ± ] [ j j  A  ]5 +3E[j j  A ] [j£ A  ]E[a A  ]
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 3 3
tii ii )' -13 13
-2
[ ^  ii ]13 13
s i /  A  ]2tATA  ]♦*[/ A  H / a  3+2e [jaT _6 3[_mT a  ][ATA  ]
1 2 1  1 1  1 3  X 1 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 1
+E[_mT ±  ]2E[_6T_6 ]+E[uT _6 ]zE[_6T_6 ]+2[/ jyi ]E[_6Tj6 ]2
1 3 2  1 1  1 2 3  1 1  1 2 1 3  1 1
+4 [s[mT A  ] [ /  A  ](ATA  ]+e[ /  A  ][j£T A  ][ATA  J
1 2 1  1 3 2  1 2  1 3 1  1 3 2  1 1
+ 4 [ /  ja ]E[6_^ _6_ ]2+ E [ /  j$_ ]ZE[j/<S ]+E[/ ]2 E [ A^"A ]
1 2 1 3  1 2  1 2 1  2 2  1 3 1  2 2
+2E[jjT 6_ ] [ /  6. 3e [ATA  ]+e[eT A  ]2[ATA  3 +E[jaT _6 ]2E [ / 6
1 2 1  1 3 1  2 2  1 3 2  2 2  1 2 3  2
+2[i/1 u_ ]E[_6T6_ ]E[_6T_6 ]
12 13 1 1  2 2
+8[ /  ii 1
12 13
[/ii ]2
1 3  1 3
X E[ 1JT  6
1 2 1
+ 2 E [ /  6
1 3
+E[mT 6
1 3  1
♦2 [ /  ii ] 2
1 2  1 3
T | 2 
.£ ii J
1 3  1 3
-St/ ji ]




1 2  3 1 3  3
lTA  1 2 2
[ii iL ]13 13
i 3 2 1 2  1 2  1 1 3  1
T T T I1
i A  ]+E[j± ±  } [_m 6_ ] E[_6 _6
" 2 2 1 2 3 1 3 3 2 2
EtATA ]2+e[ATA ]e[ATA 3+e[ATA ]e[ATA ]
1 1  1 1  3 3 1 1  2 2
+E[_6TA  M l " /  ]
2 2 3 3
E[jjT ±  ]2[6T6 ]+E[mT jS ]zE[6_T6_ ]
1 3  1 1 1  1 3  3 1 1
-J-E[JJ_T _6 )2E[_6T6_ j + E [ /  6_ ]2E[6_T_6 ]
1 3 1 2 2 1 3 3 2 2 - J
(iii) E t
We have, uptil terms of order two in 6,
Et = [jbl Ji J [ii Ji 112 13 12 13
e [a tA  1+e [ATA  ]
[Ji1 ii ] [Ji ii 3
1 3  1 3  1 3  1 3
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[p. ii 313 13
e [±lt  1  32 + E tii A  3
1 3  1 1 3  3
£ [jm_ a  3 [ii A  J^^ii A  )[h. A  )+e[ jj A  32
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2  S " ~ I  i  3 1 3 1
+ 1________  e [a a  3
Cii ii 313 13
(iv) E [ t ] 2
E [t ]2 =
+12
, u p t i l terr
r T [ u u 32
1 2 1 3
r T I n u 32
1 3 1 3
[ m T  u 32
12 13
r T  L u u 3H
13 13
T
[ p 1 M 32
12 13
f T I U \i 33
13 13
T
- 8  [ U U ■]
1 2 1 3
E[ji‘ $_ j*+E[jiT j5_ j2
T
1 3 1
e  lA ^ A  3+e [ATA  3
1 1  3 3
tii ii 313 13
E[jia A  3[jiT A  3+e [ uT 6_ ]2+E[yT A  J [jpT A  J
13 112 1 13 1 j L jp1 2  3 1 3  3
+ 1
[m 1 ii 3213 13
Efjj1 j$ ]2+E[jj/^ 6_ )z-+2E[ a  ][uT A  3+e[u^ a  3
13 11 2 1 1 2  1 1 3
+ E tiiT A  32 +2 [j£T vi ]e [a .TA  3
12 3 12 13 1 1
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4.3 Elaboration of terms comprising the expressions of means and
A A
variance of t and Q(t) in section 4.2 
In section 4.2 a few of the typical terms were
(1) E_S T_6
t i
(2) E[_mT 6 ][/ 6 ]
1 2 I 13 1
(3) e[_pT a  ][ATA  ] 
12 1 1 1
(4) e[mT a  1 [vlT a  ]
12 1 13 1
(5) e[uT a  }2 [}L A  ]
12 1 13 1
(6) e [jjT a  3[y.T A  J[ATA  ]
12 1 13 1 1 1
E[jaT a  ][vlT A  ](ATA  ]
12 1 13 2 1 2
All the terms occuring in the expressions of section 4.2 belong to one 
of the above-mentioned seven types. In this section we express the typ­
es explicitly.
E U T5 ) = E z [f (x.)-Ef (x. ) ]2
in ^
I Elf (x.)-Ef (x.)]2 = I var f (x.)
.=1 1 1 i=l
We have
e ( /  a  )(yT A)
12 1 13 1
= E I  [Eft(x .)~Ef2(x.)][f>(x )-Ef;(x ) 
i=l
x £ [Ef j(x )-Ef3(x )][fj(x.)-Efi(x,)
i = l i x i l
[Ef,(x )-Ef2(x.)][Eft(x )-Ef3(x )] 
1 1 j j
x E [fl(xi)-Ef1{xi)][fj(x )-Ef1(x_)]
r [Ef j(xt)-Ef 2(x^)][Efj(x)-Efj(x)]
A  A




E(y.T A ) (/A )= 22
12 1 11 x j
[Ef 3 (x )-Ef 2(X. ) ]
X E [fj(x )-Efj(x )][f1(x)~Efl(x)] 
 ^ J- J J
Similarly t
E (ja A  J2 (ji A  )
12 1 13 1
■ILL
ijk
[Efi(xi)-Efi(x.)){Ef,(x )-Efi(x.)][Efi(x )-Ef,<x )]
[ i (x.j_ )-Ef i (x^) ] [ f , (x )~Ef(x ) ] [ f t (x^)-Ef, (x^) ]
Similarly,
e (ji_t  a  )2 A  )2
12 1 13 1
EEZE 
i jkt
[Efx(x )-Ef 2 {x. ) ] [Ef x (x )-Ef 2 (x ) ] [Ef x (x )«-Ef3 (x ) j 
1 1  J J K K
x[ Efx(x )-Efj(x )]
x E [f1(xjL)-Efx(xi) ][f, (Xj )*~Ef j (Xj ) ]
x[fl(xk)-Efl(xk)}[ fl(xl')-Ef1(xc)]
Similarly,
T T w  T .
E a  A  H i  A  )
12 1 13 2 1 2
= ZEE 
ijk




X[fl(x )-Ef (X )]
Finally,
£ (jiT A  )(iiT A  )(ATA  )
12 1 13 2 1 2
EEE
ijk
[Efx(x.)-Ef2(x ) } [Efx(x )-Efs(x )]
vi U
A A A A











[f {x )-Ef (x ) ][f (x )-Ef (x .) ] l l  1 1 2 J 2 j
xtfi(xk )-Kfi (3tk )][f2(xK )-,;fa (xk )].
xE | [fi(xi)-Efi<xi)Hf1(xk)-Ef1(xk)]
A  A  A  A
xE [f2<xj)--Ef2 (xj)][ f2<xk)“Ef2 <xk>]|
Thus, it follows that the expressions for the mean and variance of t
A
and Q(t) are combinations of four basic quantities, which, written for 
V  are
EfP XP  ,E[f1(xi)f1(x ) ] .Etfpxpf^Xj )f1(xk) 1 and
In section 4.4 we will evaluate these quantities with the help of the 
kernel (a normal kernel will be assumed) of the density estimate.
4*4 Explicit expressions for the basic quantities comprising mean
A A
and variance of t and Q(t).
A
(i) Ef1 (xi)





and pe [1,2,.... n]. The x^’s are the chosen values of the random vari-
A
able used to construct Q(t) and the v- ’s are the data points used to
construct the density estimate of f„.
* 1
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Thus Ef1(xi)= ^ 1 k
x * - y1 J
fl(yJdy
f  1 (y ) d y ,
where f.= ,a?) + (l-p. )h <u i ,o |) a
SUl,2 ,3





r x . - y
✓211





✓ 2110! ✓2 no.
J (11)
Consider part of the expression on the right hand side of (11),We have
r  , 1•H
1 2
~ 1 y -  ui

























The integral in (12) can be written as
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(a ixi+h2 P i )2 f  - ( o 2 +h2 ) a ^ + h 2 ] i x
2h2 o [ ((jj +h2 ) 2h2 a2
y -  ..
a2+ h2
e J e dy . (13)
In the integral in (13) change the variable y to w by the substitutions
v- y-
a ix i+h V-1 
o \ +h2
and w- v/a^+h
Thus, the integral in (13) becomes
a th













2hz o2(a2+ h2 )
xe
-(x.-Ui )£ 
2( a i+h2 )
/2 I I /a 1+hz
Thus (11) can be written as
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/2 n




+ -----  e
/a i+h2 /a \ +h2
Similarly for Ef^x^) and Ef3 (x^).
(ii) E[f1(xi)f1(x )]
We have
Eff^x.Jf^x )] = E Z knhr





where i,je[ 1 ,2 , m] and r,se[ 1,2 n] .
For brevity, we will write k
fx.-v 1i r
and Ek— r— 'as Ek. etc. . h i  lr
x. ~v 
i r ' x —v as k. , kj i J lr1’ —-- as k . i
 ^ 1 1  Thus E [ f (x. } f(x,)]= E [ £ ~  k. z ~  k. 1 L 1 i 1 j J L nh lr nh jsJr s
- Z Z E [k . k. ]= Z ^r~r E [k. k. 1+ Z Z ~ r r r  Ek. Ek.n h 1 lr isJ n h 1 lr jrJ n* h2 ir isr s J r r^s
r
nh2 k. k .f (y )dy + —  Z Z E(— k. )E(~k. ) i j l  n h i r h j sr^s °
n M kikJfl(y)dy+ W  1 EEV Xi>E1i (V3^
r
nh
k k f (y)dy+ W .G...U Ef (x.)Ef (x.) 
i j l  n l i l j
1 *k k f (y)dy+ (1- ^)Ef (x )Ef (x .). 










ki Y i (y)dy= i i
-afCx^Xj)'
2.U22h {2a2+h ) 2 (2a2+hz )
/2a2+h2




[ (x . —y 2 )z +{x -y2 )z 
J
2(2o3+h3 )
( iii)  E lf^ x jf^ x i )f1(xk)]
We have
E [ f 1 (x . ) f {x ) f (x )]= E[£ ~k. Z —  k. £
1 i 1 j 1 k nh lq nh lriq r
~  knh ks
£ £ £ E [ k . k . k. ]
n h q r s
1 I ~ h r  I £ E[k. k.JEk.n3 h3 q ' iQ Jq kqi „3h3 _L "iq-jqJ-kr
+ ----  E E E k. k. lEk. +   2 2 E [ k . k lEk.
3,3 i L iq kqJ jr 3,3 , L iq kqJ inJh3 q f r  4 4  J n3 h3 q f r  J4 4
+ ---- E E £ Ek, Ek. Ek
3,3 i , iq jr ks n h q f ris °
kikj V i (y)dy +n h'
+n(n-l)
nh' ki V l (y)dyJ
nh1
Ef ( * j >  +
r t i kjfi(y)dy E W
n(n-l)
nh1
k ikkf'l(y)dy Ef (x.1 x
1
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+ n(n Ef (x. )Ef (x . )Ef (x. ) •
3 lv 1' l' j' lv k









1- n [Ef1(xi)][E (xj)f1(xk) i-in




K[f <*± )f (* )f <^>]
Ef1(xj)Ef1(xk)]
2 1, 3n n
lkjk k f (y)dy
1-  -  
n Ef1(x.)E[f1(K.)f1(xk)j+Efi(x.)E[f1(xk)f1(xi)]
+E?1(xk)E[?1(x.)?1(x.)]
. 1 l"1- - 2- -n n
- —  _
Eri(x.)Ef1(x.)Ef1(xk).







~[ (x.-Ui )2 + (x .-Mi )2 +{x, -Ui )2 3
. - 1_____  . J k
2{3aUh2 )xe
- ° t [ ( v x . ) ^ (x.-xk )g+(xi-xk ); ]
2h2 (3a|+h2 )
e
/ 3 a  2 +h 2
-[(x.-u2)2 +(x -U2)2 +{x,-U2)2 ] 
 ±____  J K
2 ( 3 a 2 +h 2 )
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+ 1
_  4 v  4 *n n
'+ £ £ EEfk. k. ]Ek. Ek, + £ E EEfk. k, ]Ek. Ek p^ r XPJ jq lr ip (PJ jq kr
+Z Z EE[k. k, ]Ek, Ek, + E E EE[k. k, lEk. Ek, 
p*q*r JP kp iq Lr p ^ r  JP lP iq kr
+ E S EE[k k ]Ek. Ek. + £ £E[k, k. ]E[k k ]kp ipJ iq jr ^  ip jpJ kq i q -
+E EE[k. k. ]E[k. k, j + E EE[k. k, ]E[k. k, 1 
p^q IP kpJ jq i q  pfq L ip L PJ L jq kqJ
+ E E £ EEk. E . Ek k 
_p£q/=rfs lp Jq kr ls
Using (17), we have
A  />
^ k . k . k ^ f i f y j d y , ! ^3 t




k . k . k ^ ^ d y Efx(xt)
n h
Ef, (x,J+ 2n(n-1 )
1 ' k‘ n
H  \k,. k^ k, f, (y)dy
n h i k 6 1









k k.f (y)dy 
1 J 1 Ef1(x()Ef1(xk)
+ n(n-l)(n-2 )
n nh2
k k f (y)dy 
i k 1
Ef (x.)Ef (x.. )i j l b
+n(n-l)(n-2 )
nh1
k k f (y)dy 
£ / i i  1
Ef, (x )Ef (x ) 
1 j 1 k
+n(n-l)(n-2 )
nh
k.k f (y)dy 
J k 1
Ef (xl)Ef (X )
+n(n-1 )(n-2 )
n nh2 kjV i (y)dy Efi(xi>EW
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+ n(n-l)(n-2 ) ( /\1
nh2u/












k k f (y)dy 







k.k ,k k f (y)dy
3 \ i j k £ 1nJ h
+n(n-l) 
n2 E W




+ (1- h(2- i)Ef (x, )Ef (x )Ef (x. )n n l i l j l k
-d- ±> Ef (x.)E[f (x . )f (x )]1 l 1 j 1 I
A A A A A A
+Efl(xj ^Etfi(XjL^ fi^xi ^ +Efi(x£ )eE f1<xi >±'1 <x -jO
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+n(n-l) +Ef'1(x ) E[fi(x.)fi(xk)fi(xt)]
A A A A A A
Ef1(xi)E[f1(xk)f1(xi)]+Ef1(xk)E[f1(xi)f1(x_t)]
A, /\ A
+(l-i)(1- §)Ef (x )Ef (x )Ef (x.)n n 1 i 1 k 1 t
L
- ( 1- ±) Efx(x )E[f1(xk)f1 (xL)]+Ef1(xk)E[f1(xj)f1(xt)] 
+Ef1(xt)E[f1(xj) fx(xk)]




+Ef (x.)Ef (x ) 
1 i l k
E t V V V V
E[fl(x )fi(xt)
+Ef, (x, )Ef (x ) E[f (x.)f.(x. ) 
l i  1 t 1 J 1 k
+Ef (x . )Ef (x, ) E[f (x )f (x )V  y  1 k _ L 1 ' i' lv C
+Ef (x.)Ef (x ) 
1 J I t
+Efl(xk)Efl(xt) E[f1(xi)f1(x )
-(1- -)Ef1 (*k )Ef1(x )
-(1- -jEf^x j E f ^ )
-(1- -)Efl(* )Ef1 (xk ):
(1- jj)Ef1(x1 )Ef1(x )
•(1- — )Ef (x. )Ef (x ) n 1 i 1 k
■(I- i)Ef1(xi)Ef1(x )
+n(n-l)
_Etf1 (x1)f1(xJ) H l - ^ K 1(xi)l!f1(*j)_
E[fl(xk)fi(xi)]-(1-
_E[f1(x.)f1(xk)]-(l- i)E?i(x.)E?i(xk}
r— A  A  a  A  _
+n(n-l) x E[f ^ )f^(x^) ]-(1- )E;E‘1(X |^ )J
“ a  a  a  a
+ E[f1(xi)f1(xt)]-(1- i)Ef1(xi)Ef1(xi )
4 E[fl(xj )fl(xk )]“U " n )Efl(xj )Efl(xk )
+n(n-l) (n-2) (n-3) E f ^ x ^ E f ^ x  jEf^x ^ E f ^ x ^ )  
n**
Thus
A  A  A  A
E[f1(xi )fi(xj)fi(xk )fi(x t)]
“ 7 7  J kikjkkk tfl {y)dy
+(1- ±) n
+d-  ±>
Ef1(xi )E[f1(x ) (xk ) ( x ^ ) ]+Efi(Xj )E[ f'1 (xi )
A  A A A  A  A  A
_+Ef1(xk )E[f1(xi)f1(x ( ^ ( x ^ J + E ^ t x  )E[f1(xi )f1(x
A  A  A  A  A  A  A
E[V Xi)fl(xj)]E[fl (xk )f1U t)]+E(f1(X .)f1(Xk )]Etf:
A  A  A  A
+E[f1(xi)f1(xt) ]E[f1(x^  )f'1 ( )  ]
-(1- S )(2‘ r £[ V Xl)f1(x.)]E?1(xk)Ef1(xt)
A  A  A  A
+E[f.(x, )f.(x. JjEffxjEfHx,) l i l k  l j  1 1
+E[f1(x.)f1(xt)jEf1(x.)Ei-1(xk)
A  A  A  A
+E[f1(xJ )f1(xk )]Ef1 (xi)Ef1(x )
A  A  A  A
+E[f1(Xj)fl(X£)]Ef1(xi)Ef1(xk)
A  A  A  A
+E[f1(x. )f.(x ) ]Ef (x )Ef (x .)1 k 1  ^ l i  l j
4 _ . A  A  A  A
+(1- — )(2- -)(3- -)Ef1(xi)Ef1(x )Ef1(xk )Ef1(xt).
In (19), I kik kkk f^tyjdy is given by








(x.- X j M x j -  \ > !+<x.- 




+ 1 P1 e
2(4af+h )
(x.-xj)!+(x1-xk)2+(xi-xi)!
+ (XJ-Xk)! +(x -x^)2 +(xk-X(_)2
2hz (4CTn+hz )
/4a I +hz
( X ± —U 2 )z + ( x  , - m 2 ) z + ( x  - y 2 )z +(xL~\iz y
2 ( 4af+hz )
xe
4.5 Calculation of mean and variance of t and Q(t)
In this section we derive the expressions for the mean and variance of
/% A
t and Q(t) stated in section 4.2.
Consider (10) of section 4.1, i.e.,
Q(t) = (|i +S )T(n +5 ) - C (2.1,+5 i»4*
12 12 12 12 U.  J L 2 _
(ji +A  )T C_M +A  )IS IS 13 13
(20)
m T T T
A = (y_ +j5_ ) (j£ +6_ )=ii Ji +2(ji A  ”Ji A  ) 
1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2 1 2 . 1 2 1  1 2 2
+(ATA -2ATA +a  a  )
1 1  1 2  2 2
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B = [ (_y +6_ ) (p. +6 )]£
1 2  1 2  I I  1 3
= (liT J* )2
1 2  1 3
+2(/ J i  ) [ ( /  «  M u T A ) - < /  A > - < /  A ) ]
1 2 1 3  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 2
Tt,1 a )’+(/ A )J+2(jiT a )(iiT A M u T A )2+<JiT A
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2 3
- 21 . A , ) <a [ ,Az )+<Jtf ,A ,)  ( /  ,1 , )  1
-2[ ( j i^ A .Hj i 'J  6 ) + (wT 4 Hu'f  4 ) ]+2 ( l iT 6 )(UT 4 )12 1 1 2— 3 — i j 1 — 1 2— j i j“ 2 12— 3
T T T T
+2 (_m p ) [A  A “ A .A -A  A +A A ]
1 2 1 3  1 1  1 3  1 2  2 3
+2 (jiT A )(ATA )+(jiT A )(ATA A )(ATA ) - ( w.T A )(ATA >
1 2 1  1 1  1 3 1  1 1  1 2 1  1 2  1 3 1  1 2
-  (j*t a  x a ta  > - ( /  a  ) ( a ta  ) + ( /  a  h a ta  ) + (£T a  ><ata  )
1 2 1  1 3  1 3 1  1 3  1 2 1  2 3  1 3 1  2 3
-  (JiT A ><ATA M i T A )(ATA )+<iiT A )(ATA )-<AT A ) ( / A
1 3 2  1 1  1 3 2  1 2  1 3 2  1 3  1 3 2  2 3
-  (_et a  )(ATA M jJ  A )(ATA M a T A >(ATA A )(ATA )
1 2 3  1 1  1 2 3  1 2  1 2 3  1 3  1 2 3  2 3
( /a ) M a TA  )2+(a ta  )z +(ATA )2
1 1  1 3  1 2  2 3
- 2 [ ( a  A )(ATA M a TA )(ATA )-fA Ti  )(ATA )]
1 1  1 2  1 1  13 1 1  2 3
+2[(ATA ) (a ta  ) - ( a ta  )<a ta  ) ] - 2 ( a ta  )(ATA >




( ii + A ) ( JM + A )13 13 13 13
f p r p m  m  f p rn
p p +2 ( A “ii A ^ A  A - 2A i + A A  )
1 3 1 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 1  1 3 3 3
T
ii v
1 3 — 1 3
[ 1 + T
ii ii
1 3  1 3
T T 1 T T T(i^  a  - jj A )+ rp" (A A ~2A A +A A 1^
13 1 13 3 JJ. Ji. 11 13 3 3
13 13 (21)




2 / T p T„ ,
1 ---------------  {p A  - £  A  )
£ £13 13
1 3  1 1 3  3
I T  T T
 - (AlA - 26 6 + fi A  )
M U
—  13— 13
1 1 3  3 3
4 / T p  T  ^ v 2
+  -------------  ( j j  A  “ £  A  )
rjn 1 3  1 1 3  3 .
(£ £ * ) 13 13





' 1 3  1 3
12
(£  U. >313 13
T T T T T
(jp_ 6~jj a  ^  ^ “2a a +A A ^
1 3 1 1 3 3 ~ 1 ~ T  1 3  3 3
T T
(ji A  “ £  A  J3
1 3  1 1 3  3
T T T
(A a  “ 2A  A  + A  A  ) 2
1 1  1 3  3 3
T T T T T
(y. A  ~ u. A  )2(A A  ~ 2A  A  +A  A  )
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 1  1 3  3 3
+ — (/  « -mt s )'
1 3  1 1 3  3
( £ £ r
13 13







{£T A  )2 + (£T A  )2 + 2 ( m T A  )(£T A  ) + (£T 6 )*
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 3 2
■<(/ 6 )!+2(pT E )(6T6 )
1 2  3 1 2  1 3  1 1
-4(fc‘ t )
12 13
(iT H. )!13 13
f T * T * W T * T * T * T * 1
x (£ A  “E  A  ''£ A  +£ A  - £  A  ”£  A  )
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 2
'(£ £ ): 
12 13 T T T
(6 6 -26 5 +6 6 )
(M £ )
13 13
2 1 1 1 3  3 3
+4(£ £ )
12 1 3  X T
— — 7T----“ (j£ A ~E A )
(u U )3 131 13 3
13 13
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The part of — consisting only of terms of order 3 in 6 isV
4 (_y_ ja )'
12 13
( / h )s13 13
rn  m  m  m  rp
(ji A ” ii 1  )(fi i -26 6 +6 6 )
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 1  1 3  3 3
2 / T „ T „ x3---  (U 6_ -jj 6_ )




/ T *2 
(ii ii )13 13
T T T T
{ji 6_ ) + (ji 6_ )-(£ 6_ )-{}£ £ )
1 1 1  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 2
rn  m  m  rn cp -
f (6 6 -26 6 +6 6 )- 4 (u 6 -u 6 )z 1





(ii ii )13 13
(]iT £ - ET £ )
2 1 3  1 1 3  3
(/ 6 )2+ (,T 6 )2+2 (yT _6_) (jjT 6 ) + (/ 6 )£+(}iT 6 )2
1 2 1  1 1 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2 3
*2 [ {UT 6 )(/ 6 ) + (mT 6 )(}/ 6 )]
1 2 1  1 3 2  1 3 1  1 3 2
-2[(/ 6 ) ( /  6 ) + ( /  i ) ( /  6 ) ]+2( yT « ) ( / « )
1 2 1  1 2 3  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 2  1 2 3
m T T T T
+2 (p n ) [ _6 6_ —j5 6_ -_6 6_ +_6 _6 ]
1 2 “ 1 3  i i  1 3  1 2  2 3
(ii ii )13 13
T
<* A )(6T6 )+
T
(.E 6 )(6T6 )
T
-<E 6 ) U T6 )
T
-(H 6 )(6T6 )
1 2 1 1 1 1 3 l i  l 1 2 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 2
T
-<E 6 )(6T<S )
T
- U 6 ) U r6 ) + { /  «
T
) ( 6 6
T
) +  (/ 6 )(ST6 )












M e 6 )(6T6 )
1 3 2 1 1 l3 2 1 2 1 3 2 1 3 1 3 2 2 3
/ T 
— (Ji 6 ) U T« )
, T 
+ (m 6 )(5T6
T




M y 6 )(6T6 )
1 2 3 1 1 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 1 3 1 2 3 2 3
^ consisting only of terms of order 4 in 6 is
Cm. u. )13 13
U Ti )‘+(STI )*+(/« )2 +(61 6 )!
1 31 1 1 2
T
2 3
+2[</{ )(£T£ )+(6T£ )({T« )-(ST£ )(ST« ))
1 1  1 2  1 1  1 3  1 1  2 3
+2 [(6T 6 )(6T 6 )-(6T 6 )(6T 6 )3-2(6T 6 )(6T 6 )
1 2  1 3  1 2  2 3 I S  2 ~ 3
<E E )
T T■ (e  A ~ e  A 3
z 13 1 13 3
'(/ S )(6T6 ) + ( /  « )(6T6 )-(hT 6 )(6T6 )-(/ S )(«T« )
1 2 1  1 1  1 3 1  1 1  1 2 1  1 2  1 3 1  1 2
-(/ 6)(6T 6 M h T « )(«TS ) + (/  S )(ST6 ) + ( /  « )(«T« )
1 2 1  1 3  1 3 1  1 3  1 2 1  2 3  1 3 1  2 3
-(/ 6 )(ST 6 ) + (/ 6 )(6T6 ) + (/ 6 )(ST« )-(/ i )(«T6
1 3 2  1 1 1 3 2  1 2  1 3 2  1 3  1 3 2  2 3
- V  A )(ATA )-+*<vlT a  )(ATA )+(e T A )(ATA )-(e T A H A TA )
1 2 3  1 1  1 2 3  1 2  1 2 3  1 3  1 2 3  2 3
<H I >'13 13
T T T
((A A """ 2A A + A A ^
1 1 1_ 3 3 3
4 / T „ T ..
“~T  'E A “ E A )
( 1 )  1 3  1 1 3  3
13 13
(J 6 ) M /  i  )! +2( tT 1 ) ( /  1 ) + (mT s. )!+(mT « Y‘
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2 3
-2[(ET { )(tT 6 6 )(j,T « )
1 2 1  1 3 2  1 3 1  1 3 2
-2((H.T 6 )(ET 6 ) + (ET S )(eT « )] +2 (HT « ) ( / « )
12 1 12 3 1 3  1 1 2  3 13 2 12 3
T T T T T+2(y_ ji )[A A “A A ~A A +A A ]





<E H. >13 13
■ [ <m.t « )+(nT s >-(/ « )-(iiT 6 )]
3 1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 2
T T x (e A ”E A )
1 3  1 1 3  3
T T T (A A“2A A +A A )
1 1  1 3  3 3
—  (eT L tlT i  )*




(A A "2A A +A A y




(E E )13 13
(e A ~e  A (A A ~2A A +A A )
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 1  1 3  3 3
T T
(e  A “E A )
2 1 3  1 1 3  3
From (20) of section 4.5 we have
[ Q(t)]2 = (A- § )2 = A2 +  S -  -  2 M ,  
c C2
We have
A2 = [ { m +6 ) (m +6 )];
12 12 12 12 
T .2 T „ T« (/ M )8+4(yA 6 - ma 6 )z +(616 -26TS + 6T 6 )2
12 12 ' 1 2 1
T< 
'!*" 1 1 2  2 2
+4(uT V )(iiT 6 -P_T 6 )+2(uT £ ) (6T6 -26T_6 + 6T_6 )
1 2 1 2  1 2 1  1 2 2  1 2 1 2  1 1  1 2  2 2
m m  m  m  m
+ 4 ( /  A -jl A HA A ”2_6 a  +A A ) *
1 2 1  1 2 2  1 1  1 2  2 2
B*=[<J£ +« )T(m +5 )]<
1 2  1 2  1 3  1 3
= (tT V )“+4(iiT ji )3 [(p1 6 ) + ( /  £  )-(/ £ ) - ( / «  )]
1 2 1 3  1 2 1 3  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 2
+4(u £ ):
12 13 (HT a >+<ht A )“ ( /  A )"CmT a )1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 2




T  - )• 
2
T
( /  A M uT A )z+2^ T A ) ( eT A )+<jlt A
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 3
+ (uT A )a- 2 | ( /  A )(uT i  ) + ^ T A ) ( hT A )
1 2 3  ! 1 2 1  1 3 2  1 3 1  1 3 2
-2[(ET « )(HT « ) + (/  6 )(/ 6 )
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<ET £ )z+(eT £ )2+2(p.T £ )(eT £ ) + <2T £ )!+(hT £ )!
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2 3
-2[(MT £ )(uT £ ) + (HT £ )(/ £ )]
1 2 1  1 3 2  1 3 1  1 3 2
-2[(pT £ )(/ £ M ET £ )(mT £ )]+2(ET £ )(mT £ )
1 2 1  1 2 3  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 2  1 2 3
rp f p m m m
+ 2 ( j j  jj  ) [ A  1  “  A  i  “  A  i  +  A  A  ]
1 2 1 3  1 1  1 3  1 2  2 3
-4(P P )
“12— 13
( £ T  t  -  £ T  £  ) [  ( e T  £  ) + ( k T  £  ) - ( e T  £  M u T  £  ) ]T
( p  p  1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 3 1 1 2 3 1 3 2
“13—13
T T 
(6 §_ -26 6 +§_ 6_ )- 
11 13 3 3 T
E E13 13
- (e £ - E £
1 3  1 1 3  3
+q (e  E
1 2 1 3 cp m  m  m
.    (p1 6 - pX 6 )(pX 6 - p1 6 )
( E  M ) 3 _ 1 2 ~ l  ~ 1 2 “ 2 — 1 3 — 1 — 1 3 _ 3
1 3 “ l  3
T T T
(6 6 - 26 6 + 6 6 )
L " ‘ ' '
1 3  3 3 T
E E13 13
2  ( T  J5 T  A  ^—  (e  £ “ E A. '
1 3  1 1 3  3
1 m T T
-{6 6 - 26 6 + 6 6 )
j i T  p  1 1  1 2  2 2
1 3 1
( jA  £  )2+ ( ET £  )! +2(ET & ) ( /  £  ) + ( jA  £ )2 +(ET £ )'■
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2 3
~2 [ (eT £ )(/ £ ) + (eT £ )(hT £ )]
1 2 1  1 3 2  1 3 1  1 3 2
-2[(eT £ )(eT £ ) + < /  £ )(eT £ )3 +2 (mT £ )(yT £ )
1 2 1  1 2 3  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 2  1 2 3
T T T T T
"^ 2 (e  E )[£ £ ~ £ £ - 6 6  + 6 6  ]
1 2  1 3  1 1  1 3  ~ 1 — 2 ~ 2 — 3
"4<ET E )
1 2 1 3  p  p  p  p  p
m (e £ ~ E £ ) (£ £ ~2£ £ +£ £ )
(e e )z 1 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 2 2 2
x [(eT £ )+(eT £ )“(ET £ )~(ET £ )]
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 2
(y e
1 2  1 3  p  p  p
    (£ 6 “2£ £ + 6 6 )
( p  p  ) 2 1 1
T p p A T  T
x [ (£ £ ~2£ £ + £ £ ) - "t; (e £ - E £ )
1 1  1 3  3 - 3  11 u  1 3  1 1 3  3ii ii13 13
Consider (9) of section (4.1) i.e.
(u +6 ) (y +6 )
/V 1 2 “ 1 2  — 1 3 ~ 1 3  n
t= --------    = - , (23)
(y +£ ) (E +£ )13 13 13 13
where
d= ( jj + £ )^ (_y +6 )
12 12 13 13
T r T i T * T * T * 1 'Ji Ji +Lji £ “ Ji _ +Ji 6 -  p  6 J
1 2  1 3  1 2  1 1 2—  3 1 3“  1 ~  1 3 ~  2
T T T T+ (_6 £ —£ £ ~£ £ + £ £ ) 
1 1  1 3  1 2  2 3
and - is defined by (21) of this section.
c
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The part of — consisting of terms uptil order 2 in 6 is
T
E ii12 13 
_ _
ii ii13 13
2 T T 1 T T T
  (/ 6 - U £ ) -   (£ £ - 2«A6 +6 6 )
1 1 3 1  1 3 3  1 1  1 3  3 3ii ii13 13
— ~---- (/  a - /  £ )!
(y U )2 131 133
13 13
ii E13 13
+1 / T „ T „ T „ T „
— ---- (y £ “ E £ +E £ " E £
P  H  1 2 1  1 2 3  1 3 1  1 3 2
~ 1 3 ~ 1 3
2 T T
1“  (e A ~ E £ )
E E  131 13313 13
+ „ 1 ~ [(«T« )-(£Ti )-(«TS )+(6T5 )]
V. £ 1 1  1 3  1 2  2 3
13 13




°2 = t (E +£ )T(e +£ )12 •12 12 13 13
Note that D2 is the same as B defined in this section.




7~* v( e  e  )
13 13
4 , T . T t x 12 / T r T f1 - — ---- (y 6 - y 5 ) + — ------ (H <5 -y 6 )*T
E E13 13
1 3  1 1 3  3
-2 T T T
 ------ (6*5 -25 6 + )
! E E| 13 13
1 1  1 3  3 3
(e E )13 13
2 1 3  1 1 3  3
+2(ji £ )
12 13 ij>
(e £ +E £ "E £ “E £ M 1-  (e £ “E £ )]
( j j  £  ) 2 1 2  1 1 3 1 1 2 3 1 3 2 ^  R
13 13 13 13
4 , T T
1 3  1 1 3  3
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+1
f T ^(e e )13 13
(e £ )z+(u £ )2+2 e^ £ )(e £  ^+ ^E £ )2+(e £
1 2 1  1 3 1  1 2 1  1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2 3
-2 [(/ 6 )(/ « ) + ( /  S )(/ £ )]
1 2 1  1 3 2  1 3 1  1 3 2
-2[(hT A )(£T a  m /  a  )(h T A )]+2(pT a  )<JiT A )
1 2 1  1 2 3  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 2  1 2 3
T T T T m
+2(e E H £  £ - £ £ - £ £  + £ £ ] •
1 2 1 3  1 1  1 3  1 2  2 3
A A
Expected values of t , t2 , Q(t) and [Q(t)]E in terms of y’s and 6’s 
are evaluated using the building blocks established in section 4.3. 
The basic quantities comprising the building blocks are derived in
section 4.4.
Note that since f , f^ and f^ are constructed from independent data 
sets, therefore, there is zero covariance between any two of the three
corresponding 6 ’s . Thus terms like , say,
T T T T T
k^E £ ) (£ £ )»E£ £ andE[(y £ )2 £ £] etc. are all zero.
1 2 1  1 3  1 2  1 2 1  2 3
/N S\ SS A*
The expressions for t, t2 uptil order 2 in 6 and for Q(t) and [Q(t)]c
uptil order 4 in 6 have already been stated in section 4.2.
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4.6 A simulation study
A simulation study was carried out in order to check the effectiveness 
of the theoretical approximations, to the mean and variance of t and 
Q(t), that we have obtained in this chapter. In the study, the theoret­
ical results are compared with corresponding empirical values generated 
by the simulated data ; see Table 1 ■
Only a few runs were possible because of the large computation time 
required for each run. However, it can be seen that theoretical approx­
imations compare very well with the corresponding sample means and var­
iances, even for the null cases.
In the simulation study n(k) is the size of the sample underlying the 
estimate of the density f , where k varies from 1 to 3. M is the number
/x
of points on the x-axis used to construct Q(t) (and its mean and varia­
nce as well). Limit points are the points on the x-axis between which 
all the M points lie. We are including the limit points among the M 
points. Also,the M points will be chosen to be equidistant.
We will take n(l)=n(2)=n(3)=n for simplicity. In the simulation study M
A
is taken to be 9. n is the number of Q(t)’s used to construct the sample
/ \
mean and variance of Q(t),
The following sets of functions were used in the simulation study.
SET 1
f 1=0. IN (1,1) +0. 9N (2 ,1) 
f 2=0. 3N (1,1) +0. 7N (2,1) 
f3= 0.7N(1,1)+0.3N(2,1 )
SET 2
f =0. 3N (1,1) +0. 7N (3,1) 






















Note that the first four sets correspond to the 
three densities are proper mixtures of the same 
therefore by Theorems 2 and 3 of Chapter 2 one 
proper mixture of the other two.
null case because the 
two components and 
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4.7 The distribution of Q(t) and the normal distribution
In this section the kernel estimates of the f.' s have been constructed
1
from samples of size 1000.
Consider figures 1 to 5 at the end of this chapter. In figure 1, the
normal kernel estimates of f , f„ and fot where




are the underlying densities, are simulated to obtain 250 values of 
Q{t). The histogram of Q(t) is plotted. It is obvious from figure 1 
that the distribution of Q(t) shows deviation from the normal.
In figure 2, the blue curve is the normal kernel density estimate of
A
log Q(t), plotted with an appropriate value of the smoothing parameter 
h. The sample mean and variance of log Q(t) is calculated and a normal 
curve (red curve) drawn with the same mean and variance.
In figures 3 to 5 the blue curves are the kernel density estimates of
A
log Q(t) and the red curves are the normal curves, drawn, with mean 
and variance equal to the sample mean and variance of log Q(t).
A
As is obvious from figures 2 to 5, the plot of log Q(t) is approxima­
tely normal.
The f^’s used in figures 3 to 5 are 
f^=N(l,l),f2=N(2,l) and f^=N(3,l) in figures 3,
f =0.1N(1,1)+0.9N(4,1), f2=0 .3N(1 ,1 )+0.7N(4,1)
and f =0 . 7N( 1,1 )+0. 3N(4,1) in figure 4
and f1=0.1N(l,l)+0.9N(4,l), f2=0.3N(1,1)+0.7N(4,1)
and f^=N(2.5,l) in figure 5.
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Note that figures 2 and 4 deal with the null case and figures 3 and 
5 with the non-null case. Also note that the sample mean of log Q(t)
tends to be smaller for the null cases, as expected.
/\  ^
The mean and variance of log Q(t), in terms of mean and variance of Q{t),
may be written , approximately, as




and var log Q(t) = --- -^--- var Q(t) (25)
To evaluate EQ(t) and var Q(t) in (24) and (25), we use the formulae 
derived in this chapter.
A
As mentioned earlier, rename the f^’s, if necessary, such that t lies
/X AA /X A A a A
between zero and 1. Since f = tf , therefore f = (l-t)f1+tf .1 d “1 j «=i J. o
/X
A
Now evaluate EQ(t) and var Q(t) by replacing, in their formulae, f and
A ^ A A A A
f3 by fi and f3 ' resPectively » and f2 by (1—■t)±'1+ tf3.
Refer the observed log Q(t) to N( y,o2)
A A A A
where E logQ(t) and 52= var log Q(t) are functions of f , f and
a a
(l-tjf^ + tf3.
We will reject Ho if
A ^
log Q(t)>u + 1.645 5. 
This is a 5% test.
8 6
4.8 Dominant part of the mean and variance of Q(t) under the null
hypothesis.
With different meanings for the p’s and S/s, as stated in section 5.1 
of chapter 5, it will be shown in section 5.4 of chapter 5 that, under 
the null hypothesis, the leading terms in the mean and variance of Q(t) 
are of orders 2 and 4, respectively, in 6 .
The null hypothesis , in the context of chapter 5, is p = tp , i.e,
12 13
p - p0 =t{p - p„). Here p., , p and p„ are the vectors representing ”1 ”2 ”1 “o ~1 ~2 ~S
three multinomial densities. The density estimates are r , r^ and r^. 
These vectors are the relative frequency vectors.
We have
Thus,the means of the estimates are unbiased.
On the other hand, in chapter 4, the means of the density estimates are
Er.= p. ie [1,2,3].
biased. Consider the density f , say. We have, approximately
(26)
In equation (26)
I, where, k(v) = --- e is
the kernel function, h^ is the smoothing parameter in f 
and ie[l,2 ,....m ].




( 2 8 )
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Now, the null hypothesis, in the context of chapter 4,
is f„ = tf„„, but, unlike chapter 5, where Er„ = tEr„„, we do not have 
-12 -13’ ’ F ’ -12 -13
A A
Ef = tEf .
—12 -13
Note that, from the null hypothesis, it follows that
f7/ = tf “ .
-12 -13
Thus, from (27) and (28), it follows that, if h^,h^ and h^ are not very
A. A
different then Ef = tEf , i.e. y = ty . Thus, for such cases the
^  “ 1 2  — 1 3
A
leading terms in the mean and variance of Q(t) are of orders 2 and 4, 
respectively,in <$ .
A
For the non-null cases the leading terms in mean and variance of Q(t) 
are of orders zero and 2 , respectively, in <5.
The following table shows the smoothing parameters hr , ie[1,2,3 ] 
for the density estimates f_^ in sets 1 to 4, mentioned in section 4.6, 
which correspond to the null case. In all of the four sets mentioned 
below, the sample sizes underlying the density estimates are 1000.
Set No. h^ h^ h^
1 0.2760 0.2940 0.2940
2 0.3336 0.3695 0.3076
3 0.2785 0.3027 0.3027
4 0.2944 0.3024 0,2859
Note that the h^’s in each set are not very different. This explains
A
why the leading terms in the mean and variance of Q(t) are of order 2 
and 4,respectively ( in {.
Thus to eliminate any possibility of error the expressions for mean and
A
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A TEST STATISTIC: DISCRETE DATA
5.1 Introduction
This chapter is analogous to Chapter 4 . Here, instead of three densities 
we have three multinomial distributions with data in the form of vectors 
of relative frequencies r , r^ and r , In general, we will assume samp­
les of different sizes underlying the "densities" p , £ and p .
J. d. O
Let the number of cells in each multinomial be m.
Thus
-V -1r . = p . + n . 2 z . + n . w ..... (1)
“J “J J ~*J J -J
j-1»2,3
where £ />N{0,V ) f if n. is large, and 
J J j
Y  diag (p j i  p W '  Y d 1 '
We are interested in testing whether or not the p ’s are related as
p . - p . = t .  (p.-p) (2)-i —j ljik -i -k
or, equivalently, whether or not one of the p ’s is a proper mixture of 
the other two.
Here we define the function Q(t) as follows, 
m
Q(t) [(ru - r2t)-t(ri r  r^)]1. (3)
r ..(i=l, 2 .m and j=l,2,3) are the components of r ..
J J
The minimum distance estimator t is given by
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Putting t=t in (3) we get
Q(t) = I (r - r V  -  
i =1 u  ^ tE=1[(rU -  r2l)(rH -  V j '
m
I (ru - r 3t)‘ . (5)
(=1
Using the notation r. . = r. - r . we may write (4) and (5) as
-lj -i -J
A / NT, . T
t = <£i - — 2 Y  - Y  = —12—13
'-1 - Y ^ l  - Y  —13—13 (6)
and Q(t) = (r^- £2)T(£j- r £ 2)T{£1- £3>]2
(r - r itr -r ) -1 -3' -1 -37
T (rT r )!
- 12- 12-  12 *3 ■
<£13El3> • (7)
From (1) we have
_y _2.
r p . cs; n . 2 z , + n . w ..
“J -J “ J “J J “J
Let r.-_g, be denoted by $. and Er. by ^. respectively.
J J J J J
Obviously, £,. Thus (6) and (7) may be respectively written as 
—J J
* (JtL +1 )TU  +A )t = 12 II __1 s 13'
(M_ +1 )T(i +6. ) (8)
*3 19 19 IS
A t ^  ^  + A  ^  ^ii +X ]2
and Q(t) = (_£ +6 } (p + 6 ) - »2 12 is is
12 12 “ 12-12
( + £  ) *^ (_£ +_6 ) .
13 IS 13 IS
(9)
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In section 5.3 the terms comprising the expressions of mean and variance
/v / \
of t and Q(t) are expressed explicitly. In section 5.4 the expressions 
for the mean and variance of Q(t) under the null hypothesis are stated
A
for different orders in 5. It is shown that for the . mean of Q(t} 
the term of order zero in 6 is equal to zero. It is also shown that for
A
the mean of [Q(t)]z the terms of orders two and three in 6 are equal to
A
zero. The expressions for the mean and variance of t are also mentioned 
uptil order 2 in 6. The corresponding situation for the non-null case 
is also discussed at the end of section 5.4.
The expected values for various powers of the normal random variable 
with zero mean are derived in section 5.5. These results are necessary 
in evaluating the building blocks defined in section 5,3 and appropri­
ately approximated in section 5.4.
-In-Section 5.6 the expressions for the mean and variance of t and Q(t), 
under the null hypothesis, are stated in a very convenient and compact 
form. A simulation study is carried out in section 5.7 and a'parametric1 
test of the null hypothesis is suggested and carried out on several 
data sets.In section 5.8 a non-parametric test of the null hypothesis is 
suggested■and carried out on the same data sets. In section 5.9,the 
various tests suggested are applied to some fish data.
A /S
5.2 Expressions for mean and variance of t and Q(t)
With different meanings for the y/s and 6/s, the expressions for mean
/\ A
and variance of t and Q(t) in terms of U and are , obviously, exactly
the same as those derived in section 4.2 of Chapter 4, Thus this section
may be considered to be identical, to section 4.2 of Chapter. 4.
5.3 Elaboration of the terms comprising the expressions of mean and
A A
variance of t and Q(t) in section 5.2
The typical terms in section 5.2 expressed explicitly are those involving 










E(z .z w ) 
Ij lk li
e (r. « )2 (h. £12 1 13 1
= 2 Z E £ (p - p )(p - p )(p - pQ. )(p,f- P01)
li 2i 1 j 2j lk 3k !(, * 3 C
-2
x n E {z z z z ) . 
1 li lj lk 1(
E(UT 6 ){/ 6 )(6T6 )
12 1 13 1 11
= E ^  (Pli-p2i)(pij-p3j)nI E(2liZlj4k >•i j k
e <2T « )(HT i M S T6 )12 1 13 2 12
= Z ^  (pU - p21)(plj-p3J)E(4liS2J*lkS2k)i j k  ^ J
- E S = (pU - p2i,(piJ-p3J)E(6ll4lk>E(42Ji2k)i j k
" ? ? ? (Pli~P2i1 P^1j~P3j^ni^n2^E ^ZliZlk^E ^Z2jZ2k^' i j k
Expressions for mean and variance of t and Q(t) (for different
of 5 ) under the null hypothesis




In terms of \i_ the relationship is M_^ 2= H^.^ 3 *
Thus under the null hypothesis, we have the following.
(1) EQ(t), uptil terms of order 2 in 6 , is given by




 -- [(l-t)2E(uT 5 )Z+E(y_T 6 )2 +t2 E(jaT §_ )2 ]
1 3  1 1 3  2 1 3  3
(2) E[Q(t)]2 , uptil terms of order 2 in { , Is given by
E[Q(t)]2=tl,(nT E )2 +4tz [£(/ §_ )z +E(HT 6 )z ]
13 13 13 1 13 2
+2t2 (jaT y )[E(5T6 )+E(6T6 ) ] +-t4 (^  jj ):
1 3 1 3  1 1  2 2  1 3 1 3
4-412 f^ECu1, <5 )z+E(uT 6 )2+tzE(yT 6 )2
1 3  1 1 3  1 1 3  3
+E (jj*1 5 )2+2tE(yT 6 ):
13 2 13 1
+2t2 t* E( 6  )z+E(yT 6 )2 4-2tE(jjT 6 )a+E(yT
13 1 13 1 13 1 l ;
tfE^1 6 )2+2t(yT y )E(6T6 )
1 3  3 1 3  1 3  1 1
-let^tEtjJ 6 )'+£(/ 6 )Z+tE(pT 6 )!
1 3  1 1 3  1 1 3  3
+I2tl* [E(yT 6 )z +E(j*T 6_ )z ]
1 3  1 1 3  3
“2t^liT Ji )[E(ATA )+E(6T6 )]
1 3  1 3  1 1  3 3
4-214 (]JT U )[E (iT « )+E(6T6 )]
1 3  1 3  1 1  3 3
- S t ^ E ^  5 )z 4-E(jjT 6 )z ]-2t4 u ):
1 3  1 1 3  3 1 3  1 3
4-8t3[tE(iiT 6 )z+E(iiT 5 )2+tE(iLT 6 )z ]




-2t t2E(/ 5 )2+E(j4T 6 )2 +2tE (jjT 6 )2
13 1 13 1
T
13 2
+E(ui 6 )Z +t2 E(_y.T 6 )z2t(JiT ja )E(ST6 )
1 3  3 1 3  1 3  1 1 _J
+8t3 E (ja 6 ):
1 3 1
-8tz [tE^1 6 )z+E(iLT 6 )2+E(liT 5 )s
13 1 13 1 13 2
-2tz (uT u )[E(6T6 )+E(6T6 )} .
13 13 11 2 2
It turns out that everything cancels out, giving, upto terms of order 
two in <5 ,
E[Q(t)]z=0.
(3) E[Q(t)]2 , for terms of order three only in <5 , is given by
E[Q(t)]z=4t[E(uT 6 )(6T6 )-E(uT 6 ) ( ^ 6  )]
1 3 1 1 1 1 3 2 2 2
+4t2 [tE(u 6 )(6 5 )+E(p 6 ) (6 6 )]
13 1 11 13 1 11
+4t
TH li13 13
t3E(u 6 )3+tE(y 6 )3+2tzE(]a 6 ):
13 1 13 1 13 1
+2tz (jaT £ )E(uT £ )(6T6 ) +tz E ( jjT 6 )3
1 3 1 3  1 3 1  1 1  1 3 1
rn m  m m  fp
+E(]a £ )3+2tE(]£ £ )3 +2t(ja ji )E(jj £  ) ( 6_ £
1 3 1  1 3 1  1 3 1 3  1 3 1  1 1





t2E(]iT §. )3+E(HT £ )3 +2tE (jiJ’ £ )3-t2E(±/ £ Y
13 1 13 1
T




£ )3+ (^li £ )3+2tE(^ £ )’
13 1 13 1 13 1
+2t(ET H. ) E ( /  £ ) ( A  ) —t2 E (y_T 6 )3





[ tE (p_T £ )3 +E (vi_T £ )3 -tE (]jT 6 )3 ]
1 3  1 - - - - - -1 3 i
-8t3 X [ tE (yT £ )(£T£ )+E(jjT £ ) (£T£ £ ) (£T£ )]
13 1 11 13 1 11 1 3 3 3 3
+12t4 X [ E (jaT £ ) U T6 )-E(jaT £ ) (£T£ )]




[ E(uT « )3-E(li'r 6 )3
1 3  1 1 3  3
-8t4 X [ E(jaT £ ){6T6 )-E (pT 6 ) ( £T£ )]




[E(uT £ )3 -E(uT £ )3 ]
1 3  1 1 3  3
+4t3 X [ tE (jjT £ )(£T£ )+E(mT £ )(£T£ )“tE(jaT £ ){£T£ )]




[tE(jjT 5 )3+E(/ £ )3-tE(uT £ )3 ]




t 2 E ( ] J  £ )3+E(mT £ }3 +2tE ( jj1 £ )3
13 1 13 1 13 1
+2t(UT v )E(/ 6 )(5T6 )-t2E(>iT 6 )3
13 13 13 1 11 1 3 3
-4tz[tE(]iT £ )(£T£ )+E(HT £ )(£T£ )]
13 1 11 13 1 11
+4t3 E {ja £ )(£ £ )■ 16t
13 1 11 T
E E13 13
E(u 6 ):
£ )3 +E (]jT £ )3 ] 





t2E(j±T 6 )3 +E(iLT £)3+2tE(iLT £ )3
13 1 13 1 13 1
+2t(uT £ )E(jiT £ )(£T£ )-E(uT £ ):
13 13 13 1 11 13 2
1 0 1
+4t2 E (]JT 5 )(^T5 )
13 1 11
-4t[tE(uT 5 )(S 6 )+E{yT 6 )(6 6 )-E(yT 6 )(6 6 )] .
13 1 11 13 1 11 1 3 2 2 2
Again, all terms cancel out so that, for terms of order 3 in 6 ,
A
E[ Q( t) j2 -0.
A
(4) E[Q(t)]2 , for terms of order four only in 6, is given by
E[Q(t)]2 =E(ST6_ )2+4E(6T6_ )2+E(6_\ )2+2E(£T6_ )E(5T6 ) 
1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
(u y ):
13 13
t4E(uT 6 )4+E(uT 6 )4 +4t2 E (uT 6 )4+E(yT 6 )4+t4E(yT 6 )4
+4[t2E(yT 6_ )2E(yT 6_ )2+2tE(yT §_ )2E(yT 6_ )2+E(yT 6^ )2E(^T fi_ f  }
1 3 1  1 3 2  1 3 1  1 3 2  1 3 1  1 3 2
+4t2 [ t2 E (y_T 6_ )2E(yT 6_ )2+2tE(yT 6_ )2E(y_T 6_ )2+E(y_T 6_ )2E{yT 6_ ):
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 1  1 2 3  1 3 1  1 3 3
+4t2 E (u_T S_ )2E(y_T 5_ )2
1 3  2 1 3  3
(e ii y13 13
4t2 (yT y )2tE(6T6 )2+E(6T6 )2+E(6T6 )2+E(6_T6 )2 ]
1 3 1 3  1 1  1 3  1 2  2 3
+2t2 E{y 6 )4+2tE(y 6 )4+E(y 6 )2E{y 6 ):
13 1 13 1 13 1 13 2
+t2E(yT 6 )2 E (yT 6 )2+2t(yT y jEtjj7 6 )2 (6_T6_ )
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 1 3  1 3 1  1 1
+4tE(yT 6_ )4+2E(yT §_ )2E(yT )2+2t2E(yT 6_ )2E(tLT 6_ Y
1 3 1  1 3 1  1 3 2  1 3 1  1 3 3
+2t 2(y1 jj )E(yT )2 (^.T5 )+2E(yT 5 )2E(yT 5 )2
13 13 13 1 1 — 1 —' 1 3 1 “ 1 3 — 2
•f2t2E(yT 6 )2E(yT 6 )2 +4t(J/  y )E(y T_6 )* ( j ?  5 )
1 3  1 1 2  3 1 3 ' "  1 3 1 3  1 1 1
< E  E  ) !13 13
2t | +tE(pT 5 )2E(mT £ )£+2(yT p )E(jjT 6 )2E(£T£ )
1 3 2  1 3 3  1 3 1 3  1 3 2  1 1
+2t2 (uT p )E(pT 6 )2E(6T6 )
1 3  1 3  1 3  3 1 1
+8t(pT u )[tE(/ £ )</ £ )(6T« )+E(jjT £ )(£ £ ) (£T£ )]
1 3 1 3  1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2  1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2
+8t2 ( p p  ) 
13 13
tE ( j j  5 )(p £ )(£ £ )+E(p £ ) (p £ ) ( H  )
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3
+£(/ £ )(/ £ )(6T£ )
1 3 2 1 3 3 2 3
+2t2[E(£T£ )£+E(5T6 )2+E(£T£ )2+E(£T£ )2 ]
1 1  1 3  1 2  2 3
8t
T
E  E13 13
t2 E (pT 6 )2 (6T6 )+tE( pT 6 )2(6T6 )+tE(p" 6 )(p* 6 Ms'fi )
13 1 11 13 1 11
T T T
/ ) (£ <
13 1 13 2 12
+t2E(pT £ )(/ £ )(6T5 )+tE(pT £ )2 (£T£ )+E(pT £ ) z (£T£ )
1 3  1 1 3  3 1 3 13 1 11 13 1 11
+E(/ £ )(pT £ )(5T6 )+tE(pT 6 )(pT 6 ) (£T£ )
13 1 13 2 12 1 3  1 1 3  3 1 3
+t2E(pT £ ) ( p T  £ ) U T6 )+tE{pT £ ){pT £ )(£T£ )
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3
T T T
£ )(P £ )(£ i
1 3 2 1 3 3 2 3
+tE ( px 6 p" 6   5* 6 )+t2 E { pT 6 )2E(<$T6 )
+tE(jiT 6 )(pT 6 )(£T£ )+E(pT 6 )(pT £ ) (£T£ )
1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2  1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2
+£(/ £ )2 E (£T£ ) +tE(pT £ )(jaT £ )(£T £ )




1 3  1 3
~t E ( } L  £  )2 ( £ X £  )+E( ] i T £  } 2 ( £ T £  ) + E { ±  £  )  ( j j T  £  ) ( £ T £  )
1 3 1  1 1  1 3 1  1 1  1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2
+tE(pT £ ){pT £ )(£T£ )+tE(pT £ ) (pT £ ) (£T£ )





+E(jjT 6 ) ( /  6 )(6T 6 )+E(UT 6 ) (UT « ) ( ^  )
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3  1 3 2  1 3 3  2 3
+ tE(_yT 6 )2E(6T<5 )
1 3  3 1 1
- 16t
( m  m  y13 13
t3 E (_yT )VtE(jj.T 6 ) 4+2t2 E (jjT 6 )4+tE(j j T  6 )2 E (jaT 6 )2
1 3 1  1 3 1  1 3 1  1 3 1  1 3 2
+t2['[tE(jjT 6 )2E(jjT 6 )2+2{jjT §_ )E(jj.T & ¥ (6T6 ) ]+t2 E(jjT 6 )
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 1 3  1 3 1  1 1  1 3 1
+E^ T A ) ■*+2tE(jjT 6 )- +E(1iT 6 )ZE(jjT 6 ¥
1 3 1  1 3 1  1 3 1  1 3 2
+t2E(jjT fi )2E(j4T _6 )z+2t(jjT JJ )E(jjT 6 )z (_6T6 )
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 1 3  1 3 1  1 1
+2t2
+ 2
tE(jjT 6 )2 E(jjT 6 )2 +E(jjT 6 )2 E(jjT 6 ):
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 1  1 3 3
T T T T
+ (jj jj )E ( jj _$ )(jj j5 )(_6 )
1 3 1 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3
tE ( j j T  fi )2 E(jjT 6 )2 +E(jjT 5 )2 E ( j j T  6  ) ;
1 3 1  1 3 2  1 3 1  1 3 2
+t(jjT JJ )E(jjT 6 )(jjT 6 )(jST 6 )
1 3 1 3  1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2
+2t2 tE ( j j T  6 ) 2 E { j j T  6 )2 +E ( j j T  6 )2 E ( j j T  6 ) :
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 1  1 3 3
+ li )E(/ A ) ( /  .6 ) ( / a  )
1 3 1 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3
+t3E(1LT 6 )2E(]JT 6 )2+tE(1LT 6 )2E(jj_T 6 ¥
1 3 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 1
+2tzE(jj_T £ )2E(]J_T 5_ )2+tE(]jT 6_ )2E(jj_T 6_ )2
1 3 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 2
+t2[tE(yT 5 )4 +2(y_T y )E(yT 6 )2E(S_T6_ )]
1 3 3  1 3 1 3  1 3 3  1 1
+2t[E(pT « Y e ( ¥  6 )a+(uT u )E(yT « ) ( J  5 ) ( « \  )]
1 3 2  1 3 3  1 3 1 3  1 3 2  1 3 3  2 3
3212
U  y )‘
13 13
tE(uT 6 )z E (uT 6 )2+E(mT 6 )a E (uT £ )!
1 3  1 1 3 3  1 3 1  1 3 3
+  ( /  ]J ) E ( H T  6  ) ( H T  «  ) ( « T «  )
1 3 1 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3
+48r
( /  Ji
t2E(yT 6 )h+E(ET 6 )4 +t2 E(jj_T 6 )2 6 )2 +E(tLT fi )£ E(]j_T 6 ):
1 3 1  1 3 1  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 1  1 3 2
+2tE(y_T S_ 6 )Z ^(]L 6 )2 4tE(y_T §_ )2 E(y_T 6 )2
1 3 1  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 1  1 3 3
+t2E(y_T 6 )* E(J0_T 6 )2+E(y_T 6 )2 E(y_T )2+t2E(RT 6. )*
1 3 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 1  1 3 3
+E(y_T §_ )2 E (jo_T §_ )2+2tE(^T )2E(RT §_ )2
-  8t 
T
K. E13 13
t2E(y_T £ )2 (6_\ )+E(u T i)4(«T 6 )+t2E(y_T £ )2E(£T£ )
1 3  1 1 1  1 3  1 1 1  1 3  3 1 1
+E(uT £ )2E(6_T6 )+2tE(pT £ )2('£T£ )+4t2 E(p_T £ ) (y1 £ ) (6_T6_ )
1 3 2  1 1  1 3 1  1 1  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3
+4tE(u" 6 )(yA 6 )(fi"6 )+t2E(uT 6 )2E(6T<5 )
T T T
£ / £ d
1 3  1 1 3  3 1 3
+E(y‘ 6 )2 E (6 T(S )+t2E(uT <5 )2(<5T<$ )
T
' l  3 1 1 3 3 3 3
+E(tLT £ )*E(«T6 )+2tE(]j_T £ )2E(6T6 )
1 3 2 3 3 1 3 1 3 3
+ 24t
( T V <E E J
1 3  1 3
t2E(uT 6 )4 +E(^  5 )14 +2tE(j^ T 6 )"+E(RT 5 )2E(UT 6 ):
13-1 13 1 13 1 13 1 13 2
+24t2 
( iL E >“13 13
+ tzE(MT £ )zE(uT £ )z+2t(uT y )E(uT £ )2 (£T£ )
1 3  1 1 3  3 1 3  1 3  1 3  1 1 1
+4t tE(pT £ )2E(uT £ )2+E(mT £ )2E(yT £ )2
1 3  1 1 3  3 1 3  1 1 3  3
+ (/  P )E(pT 6 )(mT 6 )(6T6 )
1 3  1 3  1 3  1 1 3  3 1 3
+t2E(u £ )2 E (ja £ )2+E(jj £ )2E(jj £ ):
1 3 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 1
+2tE(jj.T £ )2E(uT £ )3 +E(iaT £ )2E(uT £ )2
1 3 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 2
+t2E(£T £ ) lt+2t(jjT u )E (jjT £ )2 E (£T£ )




1 3  1 3
t2 E ( jjT £ )2 (£T£ )+E(jjT £ )2 (£T£ )+2tE{jjT £ )2 £T£
1 3  1 1 1  1 3  1 1 1  1 3  1 l
+E(uT <5 )2E(6T <5 )+t2E(uT 6 )2 E6T 6 +2t(uT u )E(£
1 3 2  1 1  1 3 3  1 1  1 3 1 3
+4t [ tE (jjT £ )(rT £ )(£T£ )+E(jiT £ )(rT £ )(£T£
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3
+4t( j j T  jj ) E ( £ T £  )2+t2E(iiT £  ) 2 E { £ T £  ) + E ( r T  £  ) 2
1 3 1 3  1 3  1 3 1  3 3  1 3 1
+2tE(RT £  )2 E (£ T £  )+E ( j j T  £  )2 E (£ T £  )
1 3 1  3 3  1 3 2  3 3
+t2E(RT £ )2 (£T£ )+2t(RT jj )E(£T£ )E(£T£ )




1 3  1 3
tE(jjT £ )2 (£T£ ) +tE £ )2E(£T£ )
1 3  1 1 1  1 3  1 3 3
+2tE {y_T £ )(rT £ )(£T£ )+E(/ £ )2 (£T£ )





E(yT 5 )ZE{6T6 )+2E(yT 6 ) (yT fi ) (ST 6 )
1 3 1  3 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3
+2tE(yT 6 )(yT 6 ) (ST5 )+tE(yT 6 )2E(6T6 )
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3  1 3 3  1 1
+ tE(y 6 )2 (6 6 )
1 3 3 3 3
— 128t
I ^ 'I2(JJ J£ )
13 13
tE(yT 6 )4+3tE(yT 6 )2E(yT 6 )2+E(yT 6 )
1 3 1  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 1
+3E(y 6 )2E(y 6 )z+3tE(y 6 )zE(y 6 ):
1 3  1 1 3  3. 1 3  1 1 3  3
+tE{yT 6 r
1 3  3
+ 3t4 [E(6T6 )2+4E(6_T6 )2+E(6T6_ )z+2E(6T6 )E(£TS )]
1 1 1 3 3 3 1 1 3 3
xRnt1 T T T T
— T------------  [ E (j£ £  ) 4 +6E ( y £  ) 2 E ( y  £  )Z + E (y  £  )
(  (j  ) 2 1 3 1  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 3





E(yT £ )2 (£T£ )+E(yT £ )2E(£T£ )+4E(yT £ )(yT
1 3 1  1 1  1 3 1  3 3  1 3 1  1 3
+E(yT 6 )ZE(£T£ )+E(yT £ )2 (£T£ )
1 3 3 1 1 1 3 3 3 3
-2tz[E(6TS )z +E(6T6 )z +E(£T£ )2 h-E(jST6_ )z ]






tE(M 6 )2 (£ 6 )+E{y 6 )'2 (6 6 )+E(]a 6 )(jj
1 3 1 1 1  1 3  1 1 1  1 3  1 1 3_
+tE(]iT 6 )(yT 6 )(£T£ )+tE (jjT 6 ) £ )(£T£
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3
£)(££) 
3 1 3





+e (ji £ ) (e £ )(£ £ )+E(y^ £ ) (e £ ) ( £ £ )
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3  1 3 3  1 3 2  2 3
LftE(jaT 6 )ZE(6T6 )




t2 E(ji £  )2 (£ £  ) + E (ji £  )2 (£ £ )+2tE(ji £  )2 (£ £  )
13 1 11 13 1 11 13 1 11














+4t [ tE (jjT £ )(yT £ )(£T£ )+E(/ £ ) ( /  £ ) (£T£ )]
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3
+4t(jiT y )E{£T£ )2+t2E(HT £ )2 E£T£ +E(jiT £ )ZE(£T£
1 3 1 3  1 3  1 3 1  3 3  1 3 1  3 3
+2tE(yT £ )2E(£T£ )+E(jiT £ )ZE(£T£ )
1 3 1 3 3 1 3 2 3 3
+-t2E(jiT £ )2 (£T£ )+2t(ijT ja ) E (£T£ )E(£T£ )









' l  3 1
t2E(yT £ )2E(y_T £ )2+2t(iLT )E{kT £ )2(£T£ )
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 1 3  1 3 1  1 1
tE (]J_T £ )2E(jiT £ )Z+E(jiT £ )2 E(y_T £ )2
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 1  1 3 3
+(tLT a. (EtJ « ) ( / 6  )(«Ts )
1 3 1 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3
+ 4t
+tzE(yT 6 )2E(yT 5 )2+E(yT 6 )zE(yT 5 )z
T
' l  3 1
T
' l  3 3
+2tE(y £ )2 E(y £ )2+E(y £ )2E{y £ ):
1 3 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 2
+t2E(yT £ )4+2t(yT y )E(yT £ )2 E£T£




E  E13 13
tE (]iT 6 )2 (6T6 )+tE(|JiT 6 )2E(5T6 )+2tE(yT 6 ) (j±T 6 )(6T£ )
1 3 1  1 1  1 3 1  3 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3
+E(h.T £ )2 (£T£ ) +E(jjT 6 )2E6T6 +2E(uT 6 ) (pT £ ) ( 6_T5 )
1 3 1  1 1  1 3 1  3 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3
+2tE(|iT 6 )(HT £ ) (£T£ )+tE(uT 6 )2E(6T6 )
1 3 3  1 3 1  1 3  1 3 3  1 1
+tE(uT S ) 2 (6T6 )
1 3 3 3 3
+32t3
(U E )s13 13
tE(yT 5 )**43tE(ET £ )2E(pT 6 )2 -t-E(jaT 6_ )4
1 3 1  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 1
+3E(y_T £ )2E(uT £ )%3tE(uT £ )2E(eT £ f
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 1  1 3 3
+tE(uT 6 )4
1 3  3
-2t4[E(6T6 )Z+4E(6T6 )2+2E{6T6 )E(ST5 )]
1 1 1 3 3 3 1 1 3 3
£ 4t> !E(MT s )2 («T£ )+e (ht «)2ests
y  y  j 1 3 1  1 1  1 3 1  3 3
"+4E(11T 6 )(eT £ ) (£T£ )+E(eT 6 )2E(6T6 )
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3  1 3 3  1 1
+E(yT 5 ) z (6T6 )
1 3 3 3 3
-32t
( T ly. H
13 13
[E( J  6 J^+OEC/ 6 )2E ( /  6 )2+E(iiT §_ )4]
1 3 1  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3 3
-8t
T
E  E13 13
tE(E £ )z (£ £ )+E(m 6 )26 6 +E(m £ ) (ji £ ) ( £ £ )
1 3 1  1 1  1 3 1  1 1  1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2
+tE(yT 6 )(jjT  £  ) ( 6 T 6 J+tEf/ 6 ) ( j j T  6 ) (^  )
1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3  1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2
+E(eT £ )(mT £ )(£T6 ) + E ( ± 6 y E6T6
1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2  1 3 2  1 1
+tE(yT 6 ) ( / £  )(£T£ )




t2 E (ji 6 ) **+E (jj. 6 ) 4+2tE (jj 6 )4+E(y 6 )2E(y 6 ):
13 1 13 1 13 1 13 1 13 2
+t2E(yT <S )aE(/ 6 )2
T
1 3  3
+2t (y y )E(y 6 )2 6 6 +tE(y 6 )2E(y £ ):
1 3 1 3  1 3 1  1 1  1 3 1  1 3 3









tE(y jS )2E(y 6 )2+E(y 6 )2S(y 6 ):
1 3 1  1 3 2  1 3 1  1 3 2
( /  M  ) E ( j j  £  ) ( j j  £  ) ( £ £  )+e(m £ ) ! E ( /  £ )•
1 3 1 3  1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2  1 3 2  1 3 3
+ ( /  jj )E(jjT £  )(jjT £  )(£T£  )











T _ „  T . x,-T
1 3  1 ' l  3 3 1 3
rn rn m  m  rp
+tE(yx 5 )2E6 6 +tE(y (5 )2 ES 6 +E(y 6 )2 ES 6
+E(y _S )2ES 6 +E(y 6 )2 ES &
1 3 2 1 1 1 3 2 3 3
-32t
<E ii )S13 13
tE(yT 6 )4+E(yT S )4+2tE(yT 6 )2E(yT 6 )2
1 3 1  1 3 1  1 3 1  1 3 3
+tE(yT 6 )2 E (y_T S )2+E(yT 6 )2E( yT 6 )2 +E(yT 6 )2E(yT 5 )2
1 3  1 1 3  3








[E(yT 6 )2 ( S ^  )+E(yT S )2 E S ^  +2E(yT 6 ) (yT 6 ) ( ^ 6  )]
1 3 1  1 1  1 3 1  3 3  1 3 1  1 3 3  1 3
1 1 0
+32t
(m u  )
13 13
-*-[ E (jjT 6 )4+3E(yT 6 )2E(y_T 6 )z ]




t2E(uT 6 )2 (6T6_ )+E(p_T 6 ¥  (6_T6 )+2tE(jiT 5 )2 (6T6 )
1 3 1  1 1  1 3 1  1 1  1 3 1  1 1
+E(_uT 5 ) 2 E6T6+tEruT 6 )2E6T6 +2t(jiT \x )E(fiA6 )2
1 3 2  1 1  1 3 3  1 1  1 3 1 3  1 1
4 4 tE(uT 6 )(uT 6 )(5T6 )+E(mT 6 ) (j£T 6 ) { § ^ 6 )
1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2  1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2
+t(u U )E(6 6 );
_  13 13 12
-4-t;0 E (jjT 6 )2E6_T6 +E(uT 6 )2E(6T6 )+2tE(]iT 6 ) z E6T6
1 3 1  2 2  1 3 1  2 2  1 3 1  2 2
+E<iiT A )2 (®TA )+t2E(y_T 5 )2E(5T6 )
1 3 2  2 2  1 3 3  2 2




t E {\J 6 ¥  (6T6 )+E(uT 5 ¥  (iT6 )
1 3  1 1 1  1 3  1 1 1
+tE(uT 6 )2E6T5 +2E{y_T 6 )(yT 6 )(6TS )
1 3 3  1 1  1 3 1  1 3 2  1 2
+ tE(uT 6 )2E6T6 +E (yT 6 )z ESTS
1 3 1 2 2 1 3  1 2 2
+tE{y. 6 )2E6_ 6
1 3 3 2 2




E(u 5 )2 (6^6 )+E(u )2E<5 6
1 3  1 1 1  1 3  3 1 1
+E(UT 6 )2E«T6 +E(uT 6 )2E£T6
1 3 1  2 2  1 3 3  2 2
After considerable algebra, we have, E[Q(t)]2, uptil terms of order 4
in 6 only , given by
E[Q(t)]2
/ 1 \i(u u )13 13
( !—t) 4 E (u_T 6 )4+E(uT 6 )4+t‘tE(uT 6 )
1 3 1 1 3 3
+6 (1-t )2 E (]j 6 )zE(u 6 ):
13 1 13 2
Ill
(£ ii )'13 13
6t2E(yT 6 )2 E (px 6 )2T
' l  3 3




(l-t)4E(uT 6 )2(6T5 HE(£T 6 )26T6
1 3 1 1 1 1 3 2 2 2
+t4E(yT §_ )2AT6
1 3 3 3 3
+ (l-t)2E(|iT 6 )2E6T6





' l  3 3
+ (l-t)2E(yi 6 )zE6T6
+t2 (l-t)2 E(/ 6 )2 E<5T<5
+t2E(ux 6 )2E6T6
T
' l  3 3
+t2E(uT 6 )2E6T6
+4(l-t)2E(£T 5 )(/ 6 )(6T6 )
13 1 13 2 12
-4t2 (l-t)2 E(y 6 )(y 6 )(6 6 )
1 3  1 1 3  3 1 3
1-412 E (jjT 6 )(yT 6 )(6T6 )
1 3 2  1 3 3  2 3
-t(l-t)l,E(6 6 )2+E(6 6 )2+t4 E U  5 )2+4 (l-t )2 E (6 6 )!
1 1 2 2 3 3 1 2






+2tzE(6x6 )E ( 6." 6. )+2t2 (l-t )2 E ( 6 6 )EU*6 ).
2 2 3 3 1 1 3 3
From equation (10) of this section on page 98 we have 
[E Q(t)]2
= (l-t)4 (E(6T6 ))2+(E(6T<S ) )a+t4(E(<ST6 ) )2
+2(l-t)2 E6T6 E6T6 +2t2 (l-t)2 E6T6 E<ST<5
11 2 2 1 1  3 3
+2t E 6 6 Ej6 6





6 )2 ]!+[E(liT S )=]’
13 1 13 2
+t4[E(yT 6 )2 3Z
1 3 3
+2(l-t)aE(u1 <5 )zE(yT <5 )2
T
’ l  3 1
+2tz (l-t)2 E(yT 6 )2E(yT <S )2
1 3  1 1 3  3
+2t2E(yT 6 )zE(yT 6 )2






(l-t)4E5 6 E(y 6 )2
11 13 1
+ (l-t)2E_6T6 E(yT 6 )z
11 13 2
T1
1—  1 _ 1 3 ~ 3
+tz (l-t)2 E<5T$ E( y" 6 )z
f (1—t)2 E((5_ 6_ ) E ( ^  §_ ) l
+E(6 6 )E(jj_ 6 )2
2 2 13 2
+t2E(6T6 )E (]jT 6 )£
+t2 (l-t)2 E6T6 E(hT §_ )Z
3 3 1 3  1
+tzE6T6 E ( ±  6 )2
3 3 1 3  2
+tliE6T6 E(eT 6 )2
3 3 1 3  3
Thus, using equations (11) and (12) we have
Ss S \
var Q(t)=E[Q(t)]z-[EQ(t)]z
= (l-t)l*[E(6T6 )2-(Efi\ )2 ]
ii ii
+ [E(fiT6 )z-(E6T6 )2]
2 2 2 2
+ t4[^(6T6 )2-(E6T6 )2 ]
3 3 3 3
+4 (l-t )2 E ( ($T 6 )z+4t2E(6T6 )2
(12)
+4t2 (l-t)2 E( 6T6 )2
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T
£  ii13 13
{l-tr^Cy1 6 )26T6 -E(uT 6 )2E6T6]
13 1 11 13 1 11
+ [E(uT 6 )z 6T(S -E(uT 6 )2E<5T6 ]
1 3 2 2 2 1 3 2
+ t 1*[E(yT 6 )2 6T 6 - E (yT 6 )2 E 6 T 6 ]
1 3 3  3 3  1 3 3  3 3
+4(l-t)2 E(u 5 ) (ii i ) ( H  )
13 1 13 2 12
+4t2 (l-t)2E(yT 5 )(jjT 6 )(6T6 )
1 3  1 1 3  3 1 3
+4t2E(MT 6 )(/ 6 )(6T5 )
1 3 2 1 3 3 2 3
+ 1




(l-tr[E(uT 6 )4 -[E(pT 6 )2 ]2]]T
1 3 1
+ [E(HT « )'-[E(pT 6 )! ]! ]
13 2 13 2
+t'*[ E(uT 6 )4-[E(mT 6 )2 ]2 ]
1 3  3 1 3  3
+4(l-t)2 E(pT S_ )aE(uT 6 )a
1 3  1 1 3  2
+4ta E (yT 5 )zE(ux <5 )2
+4t2 (l-t)2 E(yA 6 )2 E{yT 6 )2
Ti
1 3  2 " l  3 3
T
' l  3 1
(13)
(5) Et and var t, uptil terms of order 2 in 6 are given by 
Et=t+ - = r ^ — ((l-t)E6T6 -tE5T6 ]
ii H 11 33
1 3 1 3
   [(l-t)E(jjT 6 12 --tE(JJT S V )
( j j  ) *  1 3  1 1 3  3
13 13
and





1 1  3 3
(5tz-6t+l)E(1LT 6 )2
1 3 1
+E(ji 5 )2 +5t2 E(ja fi ):
1 3 2 1 3 3 — I
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Thus
var t, uptil terms of order 2 in <5 is given by
A A /\
var t=E(t )2 - (Et)z
= — ---- [(l-t)2E(yT 6 )2+E(uT 6 )a+t2E(uT 6 Y ] .
(£ y )2 13 1 13 2 133
13 13
For the non-null case there is no reason why the zero order term
in 6 , and the second and third order terms in 6 , in the mean and 
/\
variance of Q(t), respectively,are zero. Thus the leading terms are 
of order zero in 6 for the mean of Q(t), and of order two in 6 for
/N /V
the variance of Q(t). Hence the expressions for the mean of Q(t) uptil
A
order zero in 6 and for the variance of Q(t) uptil order two in 6, 
as mentioned in section 5.2, are sufficient for the non-null case.
A
The basic components of the mean and variance of Q(t) are elaborated 
in sections'5.3 and 5.5.
{Continued on next page)
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- 2Since it is enough to consider terms uptil order n in var Q(t), there­
fore, the building blocks, defined in section 5,3, are given by 
E(6T6 )z= En"2(z^z )2= n"2E(z^z )a
11 X X X  X X I
T - I T  
E(6T6 )!= n " 1n"1E ( z V ) i
12 I d  I d
T . ,» J,  -2 , _ w_ „ _ _a
1 A =ni ? S * (pli“ P3i)(Plj- P3j)xE(zliZljZlk >i j k
E (t;iai)=E^ i=n-2E(z ^ i ), E Z (pu - P g i X p ^ -  P3j)E(zliZlj)
X  j
E (jaT 6 )(/ 6 ) (6T6 )
13 1 13 2 12
J £ I (pli- P3i)(plj- P3j)E(ziiZlk)E(z2jZ2k)i j k
e (h t i )4
1 3 1
=ni2 1 l l )  (pli- p3i)(plj- p3j)(pik' p3k)(pi r  P3t>
1  J  k  c
*E{z .z .z z ) li lj lk 1C
and
E ( /  I E (pu - P3i)(PlJ-
In the next section we determine the expected values of various powers 
of the normal random variable z with zero mean.
5.5 Relevant moments of z~N(0,v)
Let z=(Zl,z2 ......zj .
The moment generating function of z is
M( t)=exp}£( tTVt)
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Thus = ( 2 V. t )Mat lr r
3 M
" = ( I V, t ) ( s v . t  )M+V. .M
3t.St. r ir r r jr r 1J 
i J
a3 m
at. at .at. 
i j k
{ E V. t )( EV. t )( 2 V, t )M 
x t  r jr r kr rr r r
+V. .( E V, t M+V., E V . t M 
ij kr r lk jr r r r
+V„ ( E V. t )M jk ir r ° r
and
34M
at. a t . at, at
1 J k L
;( E V, t)( E V , t ) (  E V, t)( E V t )M 
ir r jr r kr r tr rr r r r
+V. , ( Z V . t ) ( E V, t )M 
XL jr r kr rr r
+ ( E V. t ) ( E V, t )V. M ir r kr r j ;
+ E V. t E V . t )V, M 
x t  r jr r k I
t  r
+ ( E V, t ) ( E V t )V. .M 
kr r L r r ijr r
+V. .V, M+V., ( E V . t E V t M 
ij k L ik jr r ( r rr r
+V., V . M+V ., ( E V. t ) ( E V t )M 












E(z. z .z, ) = a3M
i j k - at.at.at,
' i J k t =0
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and
E (z , z ,z z ) =
i J k {.
3 ‘M_____
at, at. 31. a t 
i j k i
t=0
=V. .V, +V V . + v V 
ij ki ik J( jk it
Thus
-2„, T -2
E (6 6 ) =n_ E(z z ) = n ZZEz2 z‘ 
-Ti 1 1 ij 11
=2n 2Zs[V2 . .+V1..V1 . .]
1 L lij I n  ljjJ 
J
and k/ s ^ E t z j a  )= . = n'SrV^
11 1 1
Hence E ( 6 6 )2 — [E6 6 f=n“ 2ee[2V“ . .+V_ . . V. . .-V. . .V. . .] 
-j-1 ~i i 1 ,• / XlJ I n  1JJ I n  !JJJ
=2n~2EEVz . =2n 2trV!. 
1 .. lij 1 1
ij
Also, E(_6 & )2 =n1 n2 E f z ^ y




"1 „-n n ZEV . .V 
1 2 lij 2ij
- ^ " 2 ltrVlV2.




E(]iT 6)z =n 1E2(p -p )(p ,-p )E(z z )
13 i 1 li 3i lj 3j li lj 
1 J
=ni1^ (pli"P3i)(plJ-p3j)Vlij=ni1£ L Vl£l3-
Thus,we have,
Also,
E(J £ )(ET £ ) (£T£ )13 1 13 2 12
=n-1n-1 Eli (p - P31)(P - P3J)B(*11*lk)“«*2j!izk)
ijk
^ n " 1 HI  (p - P3i)(Plj- P3j)VlikV k
ijk
" I  “ 1  T  \T V
- n i  n2 p13 1 2P13-
"(E*,!,)'-"!2 “ IE (Pu - PgiXPjj- P3j)(Plk- P3k)(PU
KEtziiZljZlkZl(.)
=n"2 I Z Z Z(pu - P3i)(Pli-P3j)(Plk- P3k)(pH
i J k c
x[V . V, +V, V„ . +V, V,.,] .
lij lkt lxk lj^  Ijk lil
Thus
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=n-2 EZZZ (pu - P31)(Plj- p3j)(plk- P3k)<Pu -
1 j R t
^ viikvlj(+v1JkviiL]
-2nI2(^ 3VlEl3)'- 2nI2ni
where P^3ViP13=Di for i=l»2>3.
Finally
, T o , I 2^ 
E (ju 6_ ) E ( j, _§ )
13 1 13 2
=n1 n2 (Hi3Vi-i3^-i3V2-i3^
= n 1n“1D D . 1 2  1 2
5.6 Expressions for mean and variance of t and Q(t) (under the null
hypothesis) in terms of the covariance matrices
Using the results derived in section 5.5 equations (10) and (13) of
A
section 5.4 for the mean and variance of Q(t),respectively, can be 
written as





EQ(t)= z: n cc.[trV - — ---- ]
i=l H 1»
—  1 3—  1 3
where p^3 viP13 for i=l,2,3
ai = (l-t)2 , a2=l, a3=t2 , and
var Q(t)
1 2 0
=2 /, +-14 ”24- t,2 "2. W2 !^ 4 ”2-U „2(1-t) n1 trV^+n2 trV 4-t n3 trVg
+2(l-t)2n1in21trViV2+2t2n21n31trV2V3




, \4 -2 T 2 -2 T „2
* '^ni —13 l“13+n2 E13 2-13
.4 -2 T 9 
+t n3 % 3 V3 % 3




(jhL E )13 13
.,4 -2 2 -2 2 ,4 -2 2 
7: (1_t) ni 1 2  2 +t n3 3
• 2 ( l - t ) 2n 1n XD D




-1 “1=2£En. n . a.a ,




~---- p V V p +
T —13 i j—13 , T
E ' E13 13 (e  E )13 13
77 D.D . 
2 i J
Similarly, equations (14) and (15) of section 5.4 for the mean and
A
variance of t, respectively, can be written as
1 2 1
Et=t+ - y — — [(l-t)n11trV1-tn31trV3]
E li13 13
7"t----7  [ (1-t ’ V 131
(u y )
13 13
-t+ - ± -  [ ±[ t r v . ^ 2-  PX3 ] ] (14)
E  E  i E E13 13 13 13
where 8i=l-t, g2=0 and B3= -t.
Also
var t= -• - [ z n ^ V ^ ]
( E  E  ) i13 13
where 6"^ = (1-t)2 , sfz= l and B*3=t2. (15)
5.7 A simulation study
Given three multinomial data sets our problem is to determine whether, 
or not, one of the three underlying multinomial densities is a proper 
mixture of the other two. In the simulation study, the cell probabili­
ties of the three multinomial densities are approximated in the density
A
estimates by the relative frequencies of the cells, Et was evaluated
using (14) of section 5.6. Since \/e are working with the density estimates,
therefore, t and the p ’s(i=l,2,3 andj=l,2,3,..,m) which comprise the right
/\
hand side of (14) were replaced by t and the relative frequencies of 
the cells,
A,
For reasons mentioned later, it is important that Et lies between zero 
and one. This can always be managed by appropriately renaming the den­
sities. As obtained in section 5,4, under the null hypothesis, the
A
minimum order terms in EQ(t) are of order two in 6 and the minimum order
terms in varQ(t) are of order four in 6. When the null hypothesis is not
A
true then the minimum order terms in EQ(t) are of order zero in 5 and the
✓N
minimum order terms in var Q(t) are of order two in <5.
1 2 2
When the null hypothesis is not true then, since the leading term in 
EQ(t) is of order zero in 6 , therefore3the term of order two in 6 is
A
negligible, comparatively. Also, the leading term in varQ(t) being of 
order two in 5, the term of order four in <5 is negligible, comparatively,
✓s.
In the computer programme for the simulation, the expression for EQ(t) is 
taken as the sum of the zero order term in 6 (not under the null hypothesis) 
and the second order term in 6 (under the null hypothesis). Similarly,
A
the expression for varQ(t) is the sum of the second order term in 5 (not 
under the null hypothesis) and the fourth order term in 6 (under the null
/s
hypothesis). After suitably renaming the densities so that Et lies between 
zero and one, let the null relation be
E i -  P 2 =  t ( p r  P 3 ) 
i.e. p2= (l-t)£ +t£g.
A
where the mixing weight t is replaced by Et. After the first simulation, 
for the purposes of all the other simulations the densities considered
A A A
were p ,p and (l-Et)p +(Et)p . Each simulation yielded a value of EQ(t)-L O 1 o
and varQ(t).
For each case of three densities one thousand simulations were performed. 
Three null and four non-null cases were considered. Each run of the
/\ y\
programme yielded one value each of Q(t),EQ(t) and var Q(t). Two densi­
ties, i.e., the gamma and the lognormal fitted the null situation very 
well. An algorithm to compute the incomplete gamma integral was used in 
the computer programme, see Moore (1982). For each run the mean and
A
variance of Q(t) obtained were equated to the mean and variance,respectively, 
of the gamma distribution . The null-hypothesis was rejected at 90% if
/S
Q(t) did not lie below the 90% quantile of that gamma distribution.
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Similarly for rejections at the 95% and 99% levels. Similar procedure was 
followed for the lognormal distribution where the mean p and variance
A
a2 (of the corresponding normal distribution) are related to EQ(t) and
A
var Q(t) as




and the new random variable is Q — H.
o
whose values for the 90%, 95% and 99% quantiles 
and 2.3263 respectively.
The following sets of densities were used.




T ^  T , Tp2= (l-t)p1+tE3





T ,, . v T . T P2= (l-tj^+t^
SET 3 (Null case)
where 0<t<l.
£ = (0.5,0.35,0.10,0.05,0.00,0.00) 
p^= (0.25,0.20,0.20,0.15,0,10,0.10)O
T T T
p (l~t)£ +tp where 0<t<l.
d X C5
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Here p = 0.5p +0.5p for the first four cells only.3 x —3
SET 5 (Non-null case)




Here p^= 0,5£^+0.5p^ for the first three cells only.




T T THere £2= 0.5p^+0.5p^ for the first cell only.




Here £2= 0.5£^+0.5p2 for third and fourth cells only.
jn tables 1 to 4 , n denotes the common sample size of the density
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5.8 The* likelihood ratio test
For the multinomial densities p , p and p , the general loglikelihood
—J. —o
function/,(£1»P2»P3) is given by
/ m m
b  (£l’(1“t)^l+t£3 ,^ 3)= .E flj log Plj+ .E f3j log
.1 i .1 1 - P3J
where p is the probability of the jth cell in
f is the frequency of the jth cell in p^.
and p2 r (l-t)Pl.+tp3 ..
( l - t ) p
Define w.= -------“----
0
Maximum likelihood estimates of p^, p^ and t can be found using the EM 
algorithm which generates a sequence of estimates of P1j*p2j anc^   ^
starting with the initial values,
p^^r^, and t^°^= value used already.
The iterative formulae are
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where w\ = 
J
(17)
We thus evaluate L
In the above, n , n and n are the sizes of samples forming the estimatesX 4- O
of P-|_»P2 an<^  £3 respectively.
Our stopping rule will be to stop when
(L(r+1)— L(r))<0.0001 (say).
The likelihood ratio test is based on
2 log/) = 2[;/( )- (1-t )p^+t*p0 ) ]
where p*} p* and t* are the final estimates from the EM algorithm.
The approximate null distribution of 2 log/) is obviously X 2 (4) in our 
examples, in which the number of multinomial cells is 6 . In the general 
k-cell case, the number of degrees of freedom would be
Similarly, as in section 5.7, for each of the seven sets of densities
mentioned there , one thousand simulations were performed. Using the
EM algorithm, as explained,the maximum likelihood estimates of p,p„ and t,i.e.
~1 —3
P*,pJ and t*, respectively were obtained .Thus using the value of 2 l ogA 1 
given by equation (17), and the fact that the approximate null distri­
bution of 2 l o g A  is,obviously ,/C2 (d), as mentioned earlier, we will 
reject the null hypothesis at 90% if the value of 2 l o g A  did not lie 
below the 90% quantile of the chi-square distribution with four degrees 
of freedom. Similarly, we will reject the null hypothesis at 95% and 
99% levels. In tables 5 and 6 , n is the common size of the samples under­
lying the density estimates.
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It was mentioned in the beginning of section 5.7, that it is important 
that Et lies between 0 and 1. It is obvious that this can always be 
managed by appropriately renaming the densities.When fitting the gamma 
and lognormal distributions, in all cases, more correct rejection rates
A
of the null hypothesis were obtained for Et lying between 0 and 1. On 
the other hand, when applying the likelihood ratio test, if we did not 
start the EM algorithm with t lying between 0 and 1 then the final est­
imate, t*}always turned out to be either 0 or 1, thus introducing a 
serious error.
Consider equations (16) and (17). If t^°^ lies between 0 and 1, then,
obviously, w^°^’s, for all j, lie between 0 and 1 and so t^1  ^ lies bet- 
J
ween 0 and 1. The same is true for all the subsequent estimates of t 
generated by the EM algorithm.
From (17) it is clear that if an estimate of t gets close to 1 then the
corresponding w,’s get close to 0. Consider (16). It is clear that the 
J
estimate of t starts converging to 1. Similarly if an estimate of t gets
close to 0 then the w.’s get close to 1 and so the estimate of t starts
J
converging to 0. It was noted in a number of examples that, when the 
actual value of t was greater than one, the value of t started converg-
A
ing to one. Also, when the actual t was negative, t started 
converging to 0.
5.9 Application to some fish data.
In this chapter, for the case of three multinomial densities, three 
methods of testing the null hypothesis were suggested. The methods 
were also applied to several sets of simulated data. In this section we 
apply those methods to some sets of actual data. The data were obtained 
courtesy of Dr. C.W. Anderson of Sheffield University. They consist of 
the measurement of the number of plates for fish (stickleback) from
134
various sites not too far from Sheffield (though there are a couple of 
Scottish outliers). The number of plates on a fish is a skeletal chara­
cteristic ,
The two subpopulations in each case are fish with and without a carina 
(rudder). We are interested in determining whether, or not, the data 
obtained from various sites are proper mixtures of the same two 
components. The two components are the distributions of fish with carina 
and fish without carina.
Consider Theorem 2 in section 2.2 of Chapter 2. If the necessary condition 
of Theorem 2 does not hold, then, clearly, the three densities are not 
proper mixtures of the same two components. In three different sets of 
data tested in this chapter it turned out that the necessary condition 
of Theorem 2 did not hold.
In two of the three methods mentioned, the necessary condition is tested
’ A
through the distribution of the function Q(t). In the third method, the 
relation in p , p and p , i.e. P9=( 1-t)p1 +Pq?^ -S use(3 in the maximum
_L dl vJ X O
likelihood method.
In all of the three sets of fish data it was not necessary to mention 
the two subpopulations in each frequency vector. The reason is, as 
mentioned earlier in this section,that, if the necessary condition of 
Theorem 2, of Chapter 2, which does not involve the subpopulations, is 
demonstrated to be not true then we conclude right there that the three 
multinomials are not mixtures of the same two components.
Also, in the data, the number of plates on a fish varied from 1 to 30.
But since the data were very sparse for number of plates nearer 1 and 
nearer 30, therefore, a few plates near 1 and, also, a few plates near 
30 were pooled together to make the results meaningful. Also as mentioned 
in section 5.8, the densities were renamed, if necessary, to keep the
135
estimate of t between 0 and 1.
In Table 7, the three densities of set 1 are defined together with their 
sources and sample sizes. In the raw data, the data points were class­
ified according to the number of lateral plates. Thus the number of the 
cell and number of lateral plates were synonymous. In Table 7 we
have pooled together the first four cells and the last seven cells. This 
reduces the number of cells to 21, and the number of the cell and the 
number of lateral plates do not remain synonymous. Dividing the frequency 
of each cell by the sample size of the data set gives us the density 
estimates of set 1. Similarly, Tables 8 and 9 describe the density 
estimates of sets 2 and 3 respectively.
In Table 8, the first four cells and the last nine cells have been pooled.
In Table 9, the first three cells and the last thirteen cells have been 
pooled.
For each of the three sets of data, all of the three methods of this 
chapter rejected the null hypothesis.
The null hypothesis was rejected at 90%, 95% or 99% level if, for the 
method of the lognormal distribution, the log of the value of the standar-
diseo normal random variable was greater than 1.28,1.54 or 2e32 respectively. 
The variable was represented by the symbol LN in Table 10.
In the method of the gamma distribution the algorithm (mentioned in 
section 5.7) used in the programme yielded the quantile position of the 
gamma random variable. The variable was represented by the symbol GD in 
Table 10.In the likelihood ratio test method the distribution was chi- 
square. The degrees of freedom of the distribution being given by k-2 
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A BOOTSTRAP VERSION OF THE TEST
0.1 Introduction
In this chapter we illustrate the use of a Monte Carlo test based on
A
the test statistic Q(t) introduced in chapter four.
A
The distance function Q{t) is constructed from the normal kernel estim-
A A A.
ates f , f and f of the underlying densities f , f and f respective± c. o 1 2  3
ely.
Using the ’smoothed' bootstrap technique explained in ehe next section
A A A A A
A
we construct another data set from f , f and (l-t)f + tf , respectiv-
JL o  -L O
ly, where, for reasons to be mentioned later, the functions have been
A
named such that t lies between zero and one.
The new three data sets give another set of estimates for the densities
A
and hence lead to another value of Q(t).
This procedure is repeated nine times in the first instance.Thus,we
A
obtain, in all,ten different values for Q(t).If the first value is 
greater than the other nine then we reject the hypothesis that one of 
the densities is a proper mixture of the other two, the level of rejec­
tion being ten percent. By repeating this procedure another ten times,
A
we obtain, in all, twenty different values for Q{t). If the first
A
value of Q(t) is greater than the remaining nineteen then we reject 
the hypothesis, the level of rejection being five percent.
6.2 The smoothed bootstrap technique
Let there be some interesting property of a distribution function that 
depends on it in some complicated way. Now, even if the distribution 
function is unknown,the property can most easily be estimated by repeat­
edly simulating samples from it.
In many statistical problems the distribution function itself is un­
known but a sample of observations from the distribution is available. 
The bootstrap technique, introduced by Efron(1982), consists of simulat­
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ing samples from the empirical distribution function of the observed 
data. A sample from the empirical distribution function is generated by 
successively selecting uniformly with replacement from the sample of 
observations.
In bootstrap simulation, all members of the samples will be drawn from 
the original sample and nearly every sample will contain repeated 
values.
The smoothed bootstrap technique is a variation which will not lead to 
samples with repeated values. Here the simulations are constructed not 
from the empirical distribution function but by using an algorithm (as 
explained later in this section) to simulate from a smoothed version 
of the empirical distribution function.
This technique obtains a new data set from the original one used to 
form the kernel estimates of the density. We simulate a value z of the 
random variable from the standard normal distribution. The interval 
between zero and one is divided into n equal parts where n is the size 
of the sample underlying the density. Generate a number from the uniform 
distribution. If the number lies in the rth of the n sub-intervals, then, 
the first new data point will be defined as
y=x^+hz re (1,2,3....n). (1)
In equation (1), x^ is the rth point (in the order of generation) in 
the original data set. Continuing this procedure n times we obtain a 
new set of data points.
A A AA
The new data set is constructed from (l-t)f^+tf^ as follows. A num­
ber is generated from the uniform distribution. If the generated num- 
ber u is greater than 1-t then the previously mentioned procedure is 
repeated with f or otherwise with f . Note that it is necessary that
142
A
t lies between zero and one because, otherwise, all of the new data
/N /N
set will be generated from f alone or f depending on whether t is
i. O
negative or greater than one.
6.3 A simulation study
The procedure mentioned in 6.1 was repeated for three null as well as 
two non-null cases. It is clear from Table 1 that the rejection rates(%ages) 
were approximately correct for the null cases. For distinctly non-null
cases the number of rejections was extremely high.
In Table 1 the f’s are all mixtures of normals or are pure normals. Data 
sets of sizes 100 and 400 (n in the table) were used. In the construction 
of Q(t) the limit points (i.e., the extreme left and the extreme right 
of the chosen points on the x—axis) were taken to be -1.5 and 6.5.
Finally m, the number of points used to construct Q(t),was taken to be 
9. The reason for choosing this number was that there was not enough
workspace on the computer for a bigger number.
6.4 A drawback of the test
In its use of density estimates, the Monte Carlo test introduced in this 
chapter is "non-parametric".A parametric version was used by Aitkin,
Anderson and Hinde (1981) to try to assess the structure of latent class 
models, using the standard likelihood ratio statistic. In neither their 
case nor ours can the rejection rates under the null model be regarded 
as exactly known, because the null hypothesis is not simple. In contrast 
to that case (see Hope 1968), data-based estimation is required of some 
features of the null model and this destroys the exactness of the test.
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A NECESSARY CONDITION FOR THREE BINARY MIXTURES TO HAVE THE SAME TWO 
COMPONENTS
7.1 Introduction
In section 2.2 of chapter 2, Theorem 2 states a necessary condition for 
three densities to be proper mixtures of the same two components. In 
this chapter we determine another necessary condition for three densit­
ies to be proper mixtures of the same two components.
7.2 Infimum and supremum of the ratio of two densities
Let f1 = p^g + (l-p1)h (1)
and f2 = p2g + (l-p2)h, (2)
where f and f2 are the densities, g and h the component densities and 
0 < p 1 , P2 < 1, p1 > p 2 .
Referring to (12) of chapter 2 we have
1~Pl < £l < ^1 . (3)
1_P2 f2 P2
We now show with the help of a counter example that it is not necessary
an  ^ ^iare the infimum and supremum of £l respectively.
i-p2 p2 t
Example
1 ( x - p  , ) 2 1 ( x - | i  2 )
2a2
l e  . . 1 e i a \
f (x) = P + ( l - p  (4)
1 /211a j /2JIa2
2a ?l e ”1 , ,  1 e ~2 / p- \
f (x) = Pp---- +(l-p
2 /2 Jla1 /2n a2
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d Ut'x -
Th6n dx =  f]~~--~  = °* where
f(f2- f ^ f 2 = 0, Thus the extreme points of the ratio of fj and f2are 






2a I 2 a \ (6)
= 0 .
2lla 1 a ,
Equation (6) is satisfied when 
x-ui x-u?
(7)





Consider ^ - < W  = f,f*)-2f£f2(f2f f , f 2)
dxz -------------------------------
Thus, at the extreme point,
dz ( f j f j  =
dx: 1' 2 '
// // ■F -F _  -p f*
1 2 1 1 -  1 1 2
P2) x _ i
2nc1cr2
(x-y!) z ~ a \ (x-y2)2-c





(p2“Pi) (aI”CTi) e (8)
2naia 2f 2





a2p1+a1(1-Pi) pj o 1(1“(P1/p 2))
a2p2+a1(l-p2) p2 a2p2+a!(l-p2) (10)
and also
C2 p‘-p  ^
OjP j+Oj(1-P!) 1-Pj P2
' +
a2p2+a1(l-p2) l-p2 a2p2+a1(l-p2) 
If P!>p2 then from (10)
OjPi+a!(1-p!) < Pi






1-p, < 02p1 +.O.U-P,) < PS (12)
1-P2 a 2 p2 -Fa j (1-P2) P2 •
d2




P1P2 P2qi f 1 has either a maximum or a minimum.
o2-a? f ,
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Hence, it is clear from (9) and (12), that, in the example, either the
Uxa l ~ ^ 2 ° 2i
infimum or the supremum will not be attained if x= ------ —  is an
extreme point.
Note that, in the absence of an extreme point, i.e. when aj=o2 but 
f!
—  is a monotonic function.
2
This case is illustrated in Figure 1 on page 148 where 
f = 0.45N(1,1)+0.55N(4,1) 
and f = 0.55N(1,1)+0.45N(4,1).
f
Note that __1 is monotonic. 
f2
In figure 2 on page 149
f1=0.2N(4,1)+0.8N(3,2)
and f =0.4N(4,1)+0.6N(3,2) .
f
Note that, according to theorem 4 of Chapter 2, __1 lies between finite
f2 M ial“Vi2cr i
(and non-zero) limits. Again, since o ^ a 2J therefore, x= --------  =5
is an extreme point (a minimum, since —  (f /f )>0 ) of 1 . The value
dx! T .
fl .
of at x=5 is evaluated to be 0.8262308. From the definition of —  , 
2 2
we have,
1 S <  ± .2 '•f  ^3
2
Note that the supremum is attained but the infimum is not.
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7.3 Two preliminary theorems
In this section we establish two theorems which are of relevance in sec­
tion 7.4 The first theorem is a slightly different version of Theorem 1
of Chapter 2.
Theorem 1
If f , f and f are mixtures of the same two components with mixing 
weights p , p and p respectively such that p > p > p , then f is aJ- O X C* O
proper mixture of the other two.
Proof
Let = plg + (1—px)h
f2 = P2g + 1^-p2)h 
and f - p3g + (1-p )h ,
where, 0 < p^t p^, P3 < P]_ > p2 > p3 anc^  g anci ^ are ^he comP°nen’l:'s •
Thus f 1 -  f2 = (p1-p2 )(g-h)
and f 1 -  f3 - (px —-p3) (g-h) .
Thus = t(f -f ), where t = P1 P2 .
Pl"P3
Thus f = (l-t)f. + tf_.2 1 3
Note that with our choice of ordering of p ’s, t lies between 0 and 1.
Thus f is a proper mixture of f and f .
^  X o
Theorem 2
If f^  and f are proper mixtures of the same two components then the 
fextreme points of _1 are dependent on the components and not on the 
f2mixing weights.
Proof
Let = p^g + (1-p )h
and f*2 = p2g + (l-p2)h ,




d_ (f / f ) == 0 when f f - f f = 0, 
dx ^ ± 1 2
y  s
i. e where £ n ~ g h — O . (13)
Note that (13) also gives the extreme points of g/h.
From Theorem 2 it follows that if f ^ , f , .... are densities which are
mixtures of the same two components then the ratio of any two of the 
densities has the same extreme points (if any).
7.4 A necessary condition for three densities to be proper mixtures of the
same two components.
Let »^2 and f be proper mixtures of the same two components, i.e,
fl = Plg + <14)
f*2 = P2§ + (l“P2)h
f3 = p3g + (l-p3)h (16)
where g and h are the components and 0 < p , p^, p3 < 1. We assume,
without loss of generality, that p > p > p .
x o
Now, according to Theorem 1, f is a proper mixture of f and f .
^ X o
Consider f and f3» From the example in 7.2 it is clear that it is not
necessary that  ^P1 and ^1 are the infimum and supremum,respectively,of
f 1_P3 P3 f




Let a = — —  and b = ™  .
X~P3 P3
Since 0 < a < 1 and b > l»therefore»
— b(l-a) , _ i-a - —
Pl “ b-a p3 = satisfy 0 < Py, P3 < 1













Note that g and h satisfy the requirements of a density because
x-pi fi pi   <  —  <  —
X-P3 ' f3 " P3 •





f f1 1Similarly, in the region where —  2 sup ( —- ), i.e. b,
we have h 2 0.





where p =tp +(1-t)p .
Since 0<t,p ,p ^1 therefore it is obvious that 0<p <1. Thus f is also a -L o c. 2
proper mixture of g and h. It follows from Theorem 1 that p->p >pq.
X O
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fs ~1-PaIn the region where g= 0 we have ~  =---
3 1-p.
and in the region where h=0 we have 
f2 P2 1_P2 P2—  = —  . Hence ---- and —  are the infimum and supremum, respectively,
3 P3 P3
of f  .
3 1 - -Hence solving the infimum and supremum of —  for p and p , and the
*3
f2 -  -infimum and supremum of —  for p and p„ gives the same value for the
3 2 3
weight p3>
Now we state the procedure for determining the necessary condition for 
three densities to be proper mixtures of the same two components.
Let a < cr~ < b , where a is the infimum and b the supremum of ™  .
2 2
2 2 Let t < —  < d, where t is the infimum and d the supremum of -r— .
'  f3 ’ V
1_P1 P1Put a= ---  and b= —  ,
i-p2 p2
Solve for pnand p„ in terms of a and b.1 2
Now if a and t (or equivalently b and d) are attained at the same point
then put „ _
1“P2 P2
t = — —  and d = —
1"P3 p3
If, however, a and d are attained at the same point (or,equivalently, b 
and t at the same point) then put 
t = and d = 1 p2 .
P3 1-P3
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Solve for p and p . Thus if p ^ p then f , f and f are not proper
O cL _L dL \ j
mixtures of .the same two components.
7.5 Geometrical view of the extreme points of the ratio of two dens- 
f fities 1 and . 2 which are mixtures of the same two components for the 
case of unimodal components.
Let f1 = p^g + (l-pl)h
f2 = p2g + 1^“P2 h^ *
From before we have that the ratio of f^ and f^ has extreme points where 
g ( x ) h \ x ) - g { x ) h ( x )  = 0 (19)
Case 1
/ flg^x) and h(x) are both zero at some point. It follows that —  has an
2
extreme value at the same point.
Case II
g^(x) and h^x) are not both zero at the same point. Let g / (x) - 0
at x = x . Then (19) can only be satisfied at x = x if a a
g(x)h/(x) = 0 at x = x , Now h/(x) f  0
o.
at x = x i.e g(x : ) = 0. This is not possible because g7(x) at x- x is a a a
zero and g(x) is given to be unimodal.
Hence the extreme points of (f /f ) will not lie at the point where 
g/(x)=0 and the point where
hfx)=0. Thus in Case II, the extreme points of (p]_/P2  ^ 0 w^ere
holds, i ,e, where
g(x) _ h(x) 
g(x) h(x)
This geometrically means that the points where the tangents to the.curve g 
and h intersect the x-axis at the same point.
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7.6 A graphical study
Let f = p^N( p i t a i ) + (1-p.^  )N( \x2 , o \ )
and f2 = p2N(y3,a^ ) + (l-p2 )N( p., , a? ) .
In figures 1 to 12 the red curve is the plot of blue
A /\ S\ S\
curve is the plot of (f„/f_), where f„ and f„ are normal kernel estima­te l" 2 1 2
tes of f and f2 respectively, constructed using appropriate window 
widths,
The following table illustrates the three cases considered (for four
different sample sizes) in figures 1 to 12. In the table,
A. /\
n is the
sample size underlying the estimates
f i a n d  f 2  *
Table 1
Fig.No
* n P1 P2 Ui p2 U 3 VN a 1 0 2
7 2
o f  a *
1 10000 0.45 0,60 1 4 1 4  1 1 1 1
2 4000
3 1000 > » > t t i
4 500
5 lOCOO 0.75 0.25 1 2 1 2  1 1 1 1
6 4000
7 1000 f  > » j } T
8 500
9 10000 0.50 0.30 1 3 1 5  1 1 1 1
10 4000
1 1 1000 ) 1 j  > » j
12 500
Note that, in cases one and two,f.’s
l
are mixtures of the same two comp-
A A
onents. Also note that the agreement between anc* (f1 / f g )  is not





Figures 1 to 8 illustrate Theorem 4 of Chapter 1 which states that —
2
will have finite (and non-zero) limits iff f^ and f are mixtures of the 
same two components. Note that the condition of theorem 4 is not fulfilled 
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CHAPTER 8 
FURTHER REMARKS AND SUGGESTIONS
8.1 Introduction
In section 8.2 we give two graphical representations of the null hypo­
thesis for the case of three density functions. In section 8.3, the 
theory and methods developed in this thesis (which are applicable only 
to the case of three density functions) are modified to cover the gene­
ral case, i.e., when the number of density functions is greater than 
three. We start with Theorem 1 of Chapter 7 and state and prove its 
generalisation. It is pointed out that the converse of this theorem is 
not true always. Given n (where n is greater than 3) density functions 
it is explained how to check whether n-2 of them are proper mixtures of 
the other two.
In section 8.4, the case of three densities is considered where each one 
of the three is a mixture of the same three components. It is shown that 
a particular property of binary mixtures is not unconditionally true for 
the case of mixtures having more than two components. It is also shown 
that a mixture of more than three components can be 'mathematically1 
reduced to a binary mixture. Finally, in this section it is demonstrated 
that if the densities are mixtures of the same components then to obtain 
a linear relationship between the densities, the number of densities 
should be one more than the number of components.
8.2 Two graphical representations of the null hypothesis for the case 
of three densities.
Consider three density functions f^, f^ and f^ which are such that one 
of them (say f^) is a proper mixture of the other two. In other words, 
the null hypothesis is true.
Let x^,ie[1,2,...m] be the m chosen points which were used to construct
170
the 'distance* function Q(t) earlier in the thesis. Also, let
defn. , . f / j
12r -  ll r; 2
and f13r dei n' f1(xr)-f3(*r:
where r e [ 1,2, . ... , m ] .
In Fig.l below, the m values of are on vertical axis
and, similarly, the m values of are plotted on the horizontal axis
The corresponding points are joined together by straight lines.
Now, since f is a proper mixture of f and f , therefore, it follows
J» O
that f„„ = constant xf _12r 13r






A line OA is drawn from the origin of the axes, perpendicular to the 
transverse lines.
Note that we have
f ^ -1 1 12r‘  ^ -1|A.a= tan -----  - tan 11
13r
where ——  it, i.e., f = (l-t)f +tf_.
’ 2 1 3113
Ideally, all the transverse lines are parallel but,in practice, when we 
are dealing with density estimates, the perpendiculars from 0 to each 
line will be different lines. The distribution of a , where
-1 f12ra = tan — ---- may prove to be of some use
*f13r^





Figure 2 is different from Figure 1 in that the line through 0 is drawn 
through the m points (f13r»f12r^* Thus» lines 0A and 0B are different. 
When we are dealing with density estimates then the circled points will
not lie on a single line and a least squares estimate will need to be
obtained.
8.3 A general theorem and an associated method
For the case of n (n>3)f.’s, ie [ 1,2, . . . .n] ,
i
Theorem 1 (on page 150), in Chapter 7, generalises as follows.
If f ,f ,......f are proper mixtures of the same two components with
mixing weights P-^ >p2 ’**‘Pn resPectively i such that P-^ >P2> • • '^Pn’
then *^n 1 are ProPer raptures o;P ^  and fn*
Proof
Consider f , f and one of the other f,* s. We have p >p >p 
I n  i ^1 l
where ie[ 2,3,...n—l]» From Theorem 1 on page 150 it is clear that f, is
a proper mixture of f and f . Hence it follows that f_, f„,....f „
I n  2 3’ n-1
are proper mixtures of f and f .
1 n
Note that the same result follows when the p.’s are ordered as 
f W ...... <Pn'
As demonstrated by the example in section 2.2, the converse of Theorem 1 
of Chapter 7 is not necessarily true. Hence, the converse of its gene­
ralised version is also not necessarily true. The converse is,
"If n-2 of the n f^’s are proper mixtures of the remaining two then all 
of the f *s are proper mixtures of the same two components."
Note that if the 'component' f.’s are removed from the set of the f.’s
i i
then the remaining n-2 fk’s can be considered to be mixtures of the same 
two 'components'. This way of looking at it is not very meaningful unless
the number of f.’s is more than three, l
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Suppose there are n(n>3) density functions f which are proper mixtures of 
the same two components. Using any two of the n relations express the com­
ponents in terms of two of the Substituting the expressions for
the components (in terms of the fh’s) the other relations, we obtain
n-2 independent relations in the f.’s. Thus, as we know very well, three
1
f^’s will give one independent relation in the t^’s. Similarly, four fh’s 
give two independent relations.
Finally, in this section, suppose we are given four densities f and we 
want to determine the 'component' fl’s (if any). Consider any three of 
the f^’s. Using the tests developed in this thesis if we conclude that 
one of the fh’s is a proper mixture of the other two then dropping that f 
we apply the same test again to the remaining three f^’s. If, again, we
conclude that one of the fh is a proper mixture of the other two then 
it follows that two of the f ’s are proper mixtures of the other two.
Explaining in more detail, suppose, of f , f and f , f is a proper
X  £- o  o
mixture of the other two. Thus, dropping f^ consider f , f and f^. If
f^ is a proper mixture of f and f then it is clear that f^ and f^ are
proper mixtures of f and f^ . If f^ is a proper mixture of f^ and f^ 
then, the fact that f is a proper mixture of f^ and implies that f^ 
is a proper mixture of f and f . Thus f and f are proper mixtures of
C. H X O
f^ and f^ . Similarly, if f^ is a proper mixture of f and f^ then f^ 
and f^ are proper mixtures of f and f .
8.4 Finite mixtures having more than two components
Consider three densities f which are proper mixtures of the same tnree 





where p ,p and p and q , q and q are the mixing weights.
X £_ O  X £— O
Unlike the binary case (as explained in Chapter 2), here9 it is not 
necessary that one of the is & proper mixture of the other two unless
the mixing weights are related in a particular way. Suppose f is a 
proper mixture of f and f3 with mixing weight a,given by
then, it follows that
P2~P3





and q2=aq. +(l-a)q i.e.
P2-P3 q2-q3
Thus ----  =------
pr ps qr q3
This is the necessary condition for f to be a proper mixture of f^ and
V
For the cases where this necessary condition holds, given three densi­
ties, (f^,i=l,2,3) we will conclude that one of the f ’s is a proper 
mixture of the other two.
Note that a mixture with three (or more) components may be 'mathematically' 
reduced to a binary mixture. For example the f mentioned above may be 
written as
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‘l , .W _   ------------  h +   -------------------  J
1-P- 1~P.1 “ "1
obviously satisfies the conditions of a density.
Lastly, if we have four Fds which are proper mixtures of the same three
components then solving for the components in terms of the f^’s,using
any three relations, we may substitute the expressions,thus obtained,
in the fourth f, to obtain a linear relation between the four f.’s where l i
it is easy to check that one of the is a mixture of the other three
Hence to obtain a linear relation between the f.’s the number of f.’s
i l
required is one more than the number of components comprising each f.
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